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THE GREEN LOVE REVOLUTION IS HERE!
This eco-friendly brand will give you and the planet a satisﬁed
feeling because the products are made from recycled materials.
Order GLØV now at www.one-dc.com
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lubricants
foodsupps
cosmetics
cleaning
massage
more...
We help you to develop and produce your private label products by unburdening you
throughout all the steps in the process. Our private label total concept allows you to focus
on the concept and marketing of your products, while we take care of the complete
process of production and export. Cobeco strives for customer excellence as we do
everything that needs to be done with our help and advice to make your private label a
great success. Contact us now to make your private label happen.
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cobeco
private label
Cobeco Pharma is your producer for health and wellness products; specialized
in private labelling, concept development and custom manufacturing.

why choose Cobeco:


full support from start to finish



wide range of in-house formulas to choose from



Bio and Vegan friendly product options



low MOQ possible for an easy start



broad spectrum of packaging with recyclable possibilities.



in-house design team to bring your concept alive



support with documentation for export registration

visit our
website

cobeco-privatelabel.com

rPET
cobeco pharma is producer and wholesaler of pharmaceutical, cosmetic and stimulating products
cobeco pharma wholesale bv • hertzstraat 2 • 2652 xx berkel en rodenrijs • the netherlands
info@cobeco.nl • www.cobeco.nl • t +31 (0)10 290 09 91 • f +31 (0)10 290 09 94
sales@cobeco.nl • shop.cobeco.nl • t +31 (0)10 290 65 25
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CEO Mediatainment
Publishing VerlagsGmbH

Wieland Hofmeister
CEO Mediatainment
Productions GmbH

Dear visitors and exhibitors

Kim Grundstedt

Head of Project
Management eroFame

Sharon Lakomy

Project Management eroFame

Matthias Johnson

Editor-in-Chief ean / eLine

Sabine Steffen

Accounting eroFame

Liam Labes

Layout & Grafik eroFame

On October 5, the wait is finally over - eroFame 2022 will open its doors to trade members
from all over the world after a two-year break
brought about by Covid. We are all looking forward to this, the long-awaited eleventh edition
of eroFame, and we are confident that things
are looking up for our industry after the tyring
months that are now behind us. Admittedly,
the current state of the world is not exactly
comforting but instead of sticking our heads
in the sand, we believe that the future holds
better things in store for us - starting with the
new products at this year’s eroFame. So, let
“Make Love - Not War” be our motto and
send a signal to the world.
After its premiere in Berlin in 2010, eroFame has taken place in Hanover since 2011,
becoming one of the biggest international
events for our industry thanks to your support
and participation, and this year, we are back in
Germany’s trade fair city once again. For three
days, you’ll be able to establish b2b contacts
and do business with suppliers and exhibitors
from the international sexual wellness industry
in Hall 4 of the Hanover fairgrounds.
These fairgrounds are the biggest in Europe,
home to the annual CeBit event and venue of
the 2000 world fair. They offer the framework
and the level of professionalism that we wanted to set as the standard for eroFame - us
being the team of Mediatainment Productions
GmbH, which is organising eroFame on the
06

initiative of the advisory board (Joydivision,
Mediatainment publishing, ORION, pjur, Scala,
ST Rubber).
This year, we will be welcoming roughly 150
international brands that will present their products to the trade members across an area of
approx. 15,000 square metres! The focus of
eroFame remains unchanged: This is purely a
b2b show, and we want to offer the best-possible experience to the trade members,
including free admission to the event, free
lunch on all days of the show, shuttle buses
that take you from the hotel to the fairgrounds
and back, and free admission to our traditional
evening event, the Oktoberfest Party, which
will once again take place at the Munich Pavilion on eroFame Thursday. Not only will we be
toasting to the 11-year anniversary of eroFame at that party, but we will also celebrate
our “After Corona Relaunch” in style.
Moreover, we will once again be presenting the coveted b2b EAN EROTIX Awards
over the course of the show, honouring
the efforts and innovations of producers
and industry movers and shakers.
Finally, to the exhibitors, wholesalers,
retailers, and trade visitors of eroFame:
We wish you a wonderful, successful,
pleasant show, filled with great business
and great fun!
Yours truly
The eroFame-Team
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 1 0 / 2 0 2 2
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Breathtaking Vinyl Outfits from Black Level
New at ORION Wholesale
Flensburg, Germany - Eleven new, breathtaking vinyl outfits from Black Level are now available in size S to XL at ORION Wholesale.
The washable, shiny vinyl outfits from Black Level have been designed exclusively at ORION´s headquarters.

T

hey stand out from the rest because
of their fancy styles that are in a sturdy,
stretchy quality – this means that the outfits
fit perfectly and are comfortable at the
same time. These outfits make the wildest
of fantasies become reality because they
are versatile and comfortable but they also have
a lot of sex appeal as well. Both fetish lovers and
fashionable women with a feel for that “little extra
something” will love these shiny erotic gems.

All the Black Level items are delivered in
environmentally-friendly packaging that is
in a new design – with numerous pictures
of the product and a description of the
product in various languages as well. The
packaging can be stood up or hung up
with the hanger in the middle. More products will
now fit into the sales space because they’re more
compact. They also take up less space when
they’re in storage as well.

TH E L
A
GIN
ORI

BeauMents
Flexxio
Schneider & Tiburtius Rubber Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH
D-66787 Wadgassen-Hostenbach
T +49 6834 4006-0 . F +49 6834 4006-11
info@st-rubber.de
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Brand refresh: new colour and
visual world for pjur
pjur presents its new look
Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - pjur’s refreshed branding is already out there for all to see on
the pjur platforms. But it’s the new colours and images that pjur is using to reposition itself
after 27 years’ success that are most striking.

p

jur’s new colour & image world - The
brand doesn’t just have a new logo,
new claim, and more defined vision and
mission. The colours and images that pjur
will use to shape its designs and communication in the future have also changed.
pjur has chosen a completely new, very
different colour palette, in addition to
placing greater emphasis on shapes and
using images that represent a lights on/
lights off perspective. Colour world - The
new pjur colour palette combines radiant
colours with limitless colour gradients.
This includes a soft white, an intimate
black and pjur yellow for unmistakeable
branding. The pjur colour gradient runs
through six different colours that cover all
types of love, cultures and emotions. Shapes - The new fluid shapes visualise the
curiosity and enthusiasm for the magic

sparked by pjur personal lubricant. The
colour gradients themselves stand for diversity and openness. The shapes can all
be adapted from a circle, like a soap bubble. Lights On image world - pjur stands
for respect, so pjur switches the light on,
demonstrating that no one needs to hide
their sexual desires and preferences. That
is why pjur visualises authentic and natural sexuality with the lights on image world
in photos from real life of positive people
with a natural look, in natural situations
with natural lighting. Light, indirect and
soft light meets intimate and emotional
moments. Lights Off image world - pjur
turns the light off to demonstrate the magic that pjur sparks. This helps to show
the mysterious and delightful side of pjur,
with intimate situations and body parts
photographed in high contrast.

TOYJOY Designer Edition new arrivals and packaging
Wijchen, The Netherlands - Great news for
fans of SCALA‘s TOYJOY Designer edition:
the collection received a makeover and now
comes in a new, 100% paper packaging.
The carbon footprint of the new packaging is significantly lower. Sleek, simple,
yet eye-catching: this modern packaging
choice is ideal for mainstream display.
Besides new packaging, TOYJOY has also
08
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added various new products to the range.
The newest arrival is the Mustang Prostate
Massager. The Mustang features two motors: one vibrating, pulsating motor for the
ultimate stimulation of the prostate, and one
vibrating motor to stimulate the perineum.
The Mustang comes with a remote control
for hands-free fun or for handing over the
control to the partner.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 1 0 / 2 0 2 2
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Durio Asia appointed LELO Distributor

in Southeast Asia and India
www.durio.asia

Singapore - “LELO Asia is pleased to be partnering with Durio Asia, continuing our expansion into the Southeast Asian market.
LELO’s mission is to offer the experience of ecstasy without shame; we want to advocate for self-love as self-care, championing the fact that sexual fulfilment transcends gender, orientation, race and age.

W

ith the expertise of Durio and their
extensive industry network, we’re
excited for what’s to come in this region,”
Joanna Fung, Head of Business Development, LELO Asia, says. “We at Durio
Asia are extremely honoured and excited
over this partnership. LELO is a household
brand, well known for its aesthetics and quality.
Our customers will be pleased to know that it’s

Buch 2.indb 9

now available for purchase from us. Asia is
a notoriously tricky market, we have worked
hard to establish strong distribution networks,
allowing us to serve our brand partners well,
bringing great brands such as LELO closer
to the consumers in this part of the world, ”
Jason Wong, Director, Durio Asia, says. For more
information for purchasing LELO products from
Durio Asia, please email jason@durio.asia
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The international b2b trade fair for the erotic industry
Internationale b2b Fachhandelsmesse für den Erotikmarkt
Hannover Messe Hall 4 • 30521 Hannover • Germany

05–07 October 2022

Subject to change

Only for trade members. Free to attend.
Toys • Fashion • Pharmaceuticals • Consumables • Movies • Magazines
and much, much more

Toys • Mode • Pharma zeutika • Hil f smit tel • Filme • Maga zine
und vieles mehr

the eroFame 2022 is sponsored by:
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Excerpt of the list
of participants 2022
4trends, Adloran GmbH, Amocarat Sp. /
Obsessive, Anais Apparel, Aneros, Ansi Exports,
Argus Toys, Asha, Aurora, axami, Ballerina´s
Secret, Bathmate, Bijoux Indiscrets, Bizzy
Diamond BV, California Exotics, Celebrity Knights,
Clandestine Devices, Cnex, Cobeco Pharma,
Creative Conceptions, Cut4Men, Cyrex /
Electrastim, DanaMedic Aps/ MaleEdge /
Jes-Extender, Debra Net Kft, Dreamlove, Dusedo,
Eau Zone (Shunga), EDC, Elawin, Eropartner,
E-Stim System Ltd/ E-Stim, Evolved, F.P.C. Sarl /
Patrice Catanzaro, Femarvi S.L./ Secretplay,
Femme Funn, Fleshlight International, FUN
FACTORY GmbH, Gisele Intl. SL, Gvibe OU,
Highonlove, Honey Play Box/ UC Global, Hot
Octopuss, Hot Productions & Vertriebs GmbH,
Hustler, Hyperion Mariusz Senger/ Demoniq,
Intimate Distribution, Intt Cosmetics, Je Joue,
Joydivison, Kamasutra, Kheper Games, Kiiroo BV,
Klipon, Ledapol, Leg Avenue, LELO AB, Life is
Short (MAI), Lingerie Group, Lockerroom, Loovara
Intimate GmbH, Love Oh Tech / Platanomelon,
Lovecherry/Accessories Unlimited, SL., Lovely
Planet, LTC Heathcare, MeiLink GmbH, MSX,
Mystim, Neo Cosmetique (EXSENS), Nexus,
Nexusmediacare, Noir Handmade, NS Novelties,
Oproducts, Orion, Orgie Company, Pasante,
PEMAW GROUP Edyta Szczekocka, Penthouse,
Pipedream, Pjur, Plazacraft, Puissante, RCC
Wholesale, Rimba, Rocks Off Ltd, Rosebuds,
Sagami, Satisfyer, Scala, Sengerbrands.com A.
Senger, Shots, Shunga Eau Zone, Sign Magazine,
Spitzenjunge / Arthe Tex GmbH, ST-Rubber,
Svakom, Swiss Navy, Sygnis, System Jo CC
Wellness, Tenga, Tonga, TZ Fashion GmbH,
United Brands, Unwind Inc., VPS FilmEntertainment GmbH, Wood Rocket, Wow Tech
Europe GmbH, XBIZ, XR Brands, Yesforlov,
Your Lifestyle BV, Zorba International

2

As of August 11th, 2022

Contact:
mediatainment productions GmbH
eroFame GmbH
Große Kampstraße 3
31319 Sehnde
Germany
Tel: +49(0)5138 60 220 – 0
Fax: +49(0)5138 60 220 – 29
info@erofame.eu
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plusOne and Deia partnering with

Besharam in the Indian market

Sexual Wellness brand reaching new consumers in growing international market
Newton, USA– plusOne is breaking down barriers and outdated taboos regarding sexual
self-pleasure with their line of beautiful, high-performance, and affordable sexual wellness
products.

p

lusOne is democratizing the category
with high-quality vibrators and arousers
at a cost everyone can afford. The plusOne collection includes several different
products and styles that fit any need. The
products available at Besharam are the
fluttering arouser, travel bullet, vibrating ring,
vibrating bullet, dual vibrating massager,
dual vibrating arc, and the g-spot massager. Deia is a universal collection of sexual
wellness devices meticulously curated
to spark curiosity and deliver the utmost
satisfaction with advanced technology. Deia
was created to help singles and couples
realize their deepest desires, opening the
door to intimate possibilities and deeper
connections. Deia advances innovation with
state-of-the-art sexual wellness devices that
are fully waterproof, made with body-safe
materials, and offer the ultimate indulgence.

The Deia products available at Besharam
are the Couple, the Wand, the Wearable,
and the Hot & Cold. “We are excited to
welcome plusOne to our family of brands
that we work direct and showcase in India
to a new generation of pleasure products
users who recognize quality and demand
competitive pricing. PlusOne and Deia
check all these boxes and affirm to higher
standards of packaging and presentation
which offer durable products with attention
to details. We feel the addition of PlusOne
and Deia is a match that we need to swipe
right on!” Besharam commets. “Our goal
has always been to make pleasure accessible to everyone, so we are really excited to
work with Raj and the Besharam team and
tap into the India market!” Lucia Lacaprara,
Key Account Manager at Beacon Wellness
Brands, says.

Wijchen, The Netherlands - With bringing
a thrill of simultaneous pleasure and the
inevitable climax for couples, XOCOON will
easily persuade any couple to retreat and
spend time together with undisturbed and
uninhibited cocooning. The two newest
additions to the collection are: the Bound
Love – Couples Vibrator and the Infinite
Love – Clitoral Stimulator. The Bound Love
Couples Vibrator is created to use with a

partner for a sublime sexual adventure but
can also create the ultimate experience in
arousing solo sex sessions. The ergonomic
design gives maximum comfort and stays
put during every pulse. Besides vaginal and
clitoral pleasure, discover other erogenous
zones solo or together. Bound Love comes
with a remote control, allowing to play with
multiple vibration patterns.XOCOON is
available exclusively at SCALA.

Get ready for a sexy date night with XOCOON

12
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NEW PRODUCT

GoldMAX Premium

Under the Tongue

A Better Way to Shop Wholesale
The Most Effective Male Enhancements
Supplying the Adult Industry Since 2007 ........ PLUS a Money Back Guarantee !!

Trade@rcc-wholesale.com
Buch 2.indb 13
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Homme – Increase your desire
Lola Games
Prague, Czech Republic - Reusable Homme penis enlargement sleeves by Lola Games are
universal intimate accessory which mission is to help men to achieve their cherished goal
by giving additional features and impressions.

H

omme sleeves are made in two variations and sizes based on the average
penis sizes of most men, which are 9-12
and 11-15 cm. The Homme sleeves by
Lola Games prolong the intimacy time,
compensate anatomical inconsistency
and stretch perfectly, making its usage
accessible to every user. Homme penis
enlargement sleeves allow the user to
increase the penis by 3 cm in length or
up to 1.5 cm in width. Homme Wide has
dense walls with a thickness of 7 mm to
increase the diameter, and Homme Long
for increasing the length, has a dense, but
soft to the touch built-in extension cord,
which is part of the toy. The design of the
sleeves is unrealistic – they will not cause
an association of an active partner with an
additional organ and will not allow you to
feel possible inconveniences. Each sleeve
is available in three delicate pastel colors:

white, nude and pink.The soft Homme
material feels like a second skin, and the
double relief outside and inside the sleeve
additionally stimulates both the vagina and
the penis at the same time. A convenient
ring at the base of the toy will securely fix
the sleeve on the scrotum and the trunk
of the penis, which will prevent its rolling
during the intimate process. The fixing ring
not only holds the toy on the penis, but
also strengthens the erection of the active
partner, gently squeezing the scrotum.
Homme sleeves are moisture-resistant
and easy to care for, which will ensure
comfortable use throughout the entire life
cycle of the accessory. Homme cardboard
packages are completely biodegradable,
and the accessories themselves are stored
in a convenient non-woven bag that will
protect the accessory from direct sunlight,
minor damage and rubbing.

SHOTS is expanding RealRock Crystal Clear
Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands RealRock is one of the most successful
brands at SHOTS. The success is due to
the realistic look and feel of the dildos, the
great quality and most of all its great price.
Crystal Clear is a colourful and fun collection
that contains five fresh colours in all sorts
of sizes. SHOTS has now expended this
14

7
R
R

collection with a new size and new shapes
Crystal Clear is now available in 10 inch,
but the biggest change is probably the
release of the non – phallic collection. The
non-phallic collection has the same qualities
as the other RealRocks; they’re odourless,
have a strong suction cup and most of all a
small price.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 1 0 / 2 0 2 2
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75140
Roses Bra
& Panty Set
RRP: €27,99

75141
Roses Strappy Teddy
RRP: €38,99

75123
Peek-a-boo Ruffle Bra & Panty
RRP: €34,99

WWW.SCALA-NL.COM
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Concept to Consumer Collective

announces expansion of services
Cooperation with new manufacturing partners

Mason, USA / Reading, England - Concept to Consumer Collective (www.ctoccollective.
com), the sexual wellness and sex tech global collective is excited to announce the expansion of services offered to clients and partnerships with new manufacturing partners.

F

ollowing the successful launch of the
company in January 2021, Concept to
Consumer Collective has secured clients
worldwide and in a variety of sectors. Due
to demand, CtoC are now offering further
services to clients and welcome inquiries
to discuss bespoke strategies specific to
clients’ needs. CtoC will continue to offer
branding concept and design, product
design and product development,
packaging concept and design, but will
also now extend to business development
and strategy, campaign concepts, customer experience, B2C marketing strategy
and implementation, graphics and more.

In addition, CtoC have new manufacturing
partners and are actively working with
additional manufacturing specialists, so that
they are able to fulfil the ever-expanding
requirements and continue to offer clients
competitive and secure manufacturing, as
well as the highest level of expertise and
broadest technologies. CtoC will continue
to offer industrial design, engineering
internal structure design, PCBA design,
PCBA Software and hardware, prototyping,
mould design and complete QC,
product testing and logistics. Free initial
consultations are available upon request
by contacting hello@ctoccollective.com

NAVE - New from ZALO
Jiangsu, China - ZALO is launching
NAVE, a lightweight and portable vibrating
nipple clamp. With the ancient Egyptian
goddess Nephthys as the inspiration NAVE
presents a new product in the Legend
Series. NAVE is powered by dual motors
built into to the top. LSR injection molding was used to warp the clip inside the
skin-friendly silicone. Two replaceable head
accessories are included in the kit to suit a
wider range of nipple sizes. The vibration
sound is lower than 40 decibels, bringing a
better experience. NAVE also works better
16
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with ZALO Remote Pro App and other toys
in Legend Series.NAVE is available in four
colors: turquoise green, obsidian black,
coral pink and velvet purple. Based on the
themed packaging of the Legend Series,
it was upgraded to effectively convey the
quality of NAVE. ZALO has always focused
on making it appealing for consumers,
with highest quality products and carefully
designed packaging to capture shoppers’ attention as soon as they see it in the
store shelf, encouraging them to pick it up
and make it their choice.
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ORDER NOW!
Intern. Erotic Awards

eLine Award

XBIZ Award

XBIZ Award

Sign Award

Best
Manufacturer
2018

Best New
Product Line:
Opus E

BDSM Pleasure
Product Company
of theYear 2019

Tickling Truman
Sex Toy Product
of theYear 2020

Best
E-Stim Range
of the Year 2021

Venus 2018

eLine 2019

XBIZ European Award

XBIZ European Award

SIGN MAGAZIN 2021
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You can find us on:
Erofame from 5.-7.10. or
Venus from 20.-23.10.

www.mystim.com
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pjur presents its brand refresh

and new brand communication
New logo & new claim
Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - With the aim of achieving an even stronger position within the
market in the future, pjur has spent the last two years reinforcing the brand’s core and its values,
and adapting the brand’s visual look and brand communication to ensure it is fit for the future.

T

he results went live on the pjur channels
in September and will shape the
entire future of the brand.
More meaning, clearer values, higher brand
recognition and greater differentiation from
the competition – pjur is giving itself a whole
new focus with its brand refresh and new
brand communication. This means a new
logo & a new claim for the brand pjur. New
logo: The new pjur logo still includes the
familiar yellow dot, but has been visually adapted, giving it a more modern and succinct
feel. Its high level of brand recognition and
charisma will also be symbolic of the pjur
brand going forwards. New claim: “Feel the
Real.” is not just a new claim; it also stands
for the new values that the brand will embody in the future. pjur stands for self-determination and self-realization, and is the trusted
partner of people looking for more freedom
and intimacy or help with intimacy problems. pjur promotes diversity and trust, and

respects the sexuality of each individual.
pjur’s new vision & mission for the future:
pjur’s vision is to improve the love life and
quality of life of people the world over. pjur
helps people rediscover their passion and
joy, enable them to enjoy carefree sex and
increase their sexual wellbeing. pjur is an
inspiring force that encourages people to
get to know themselves and embrace their
sex life free from taboos. Because a fulfilled
sex life increases self-confidence and is the
basis for good quality of life. The high standards of quality and pjur’s mission have not
changed. pjur does not compromise when
it comes to the quality and safety of its
products. pjur works daily to improve quality
and put the satisfaction of its customers
first. pjur products are exclusively Made in
Germany using high-quality ingredients that
are highly effective and provide its customers with the safety they need to have a
fulfilling sex life.

Wijchen, The Netherlands - Daring Intimates
has released new seducing bodystockings
and tempting teddies last August. But now
Daring Intimates strikes once again with
the release of multiple new styles. And
that is not all! In October there will be even
more lingerie new styles, just in time for the
Holiday season! “It is very important to not

overlook bridal lingerie during the wedding
planning process. Of course, you want to
wear the perfect piece during the wedding
night and honeymoon. That is why Daring
Intimates brings you beautiful bridal lingerie
pieces, which also make a great bridal
shower gift” tells the brand representative.
Daring Intimates is available from SCALA.

Lingerie fans: pay attention!

18
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Colourful sex toys ‘Your new

favourite’ from You2Toys
New at ORION Wholesale

Flensburg, Germany - The new sex toy label ‘Your new favourite’ from You2Toys is now available at ORION Wholesale. The mustard yellow sex toys bring a splash of colour to love-making and provide very special climaxes.

A

ll the sex toys from ‘Your new favourite’
are made out of silicone which feels
great against the skin during pleasure and
play. They can be recharged with the
included USB cable.The following items are
available:   The ‘Wand Massager’ is a small,
compact, powerful massage wand! It is
perfect for full-body massages and spot-on
stimulation because of its flexible, extra large massage head. The 5 vibration
modes in 3 speeds provide hot massaging
pleasure. The ‘Licking Vibrator’ is perfect for
thrilling tongue fun because it has 3 flexible,
fluttering tips for thrilling stimulation in and
on the body. Its 10 vibration modes mean
that it can be used during solo fun, foreplay
and love-making. The ‘Double Vibrator’
simultaneously stimulates the vagina and
clitoris. It intensely massages the vagina

with its wonderfully curved, flexible neck
and bulging head whilst stimulating the
clitoris with thrilling vibrations at the same
time. The 2 motors with 10 vibration modes
provide diverse pleasure.The ‘G-spot
Vibrator’ intensely massages the vagina
and provides spot-on G-spot stimulation.
It intensely massages the vagina with its
flexible shaft that has stimulating grooves
on it while the wonderfully curved massage
head provides spot-on G-spot stimulation.
The 10 vibration modes provide diverse
pleasure. The ‘Penis Vibrator’ is perfect for
intense hand jobs because it has flexible,
fluttering vibro-wings that hold his penis in a
stimulating way and intensely massage and
pleasure it with pronounced, stimulating
grooves. The 10 vibration modes provide a
lot of variety during a hand job.

OXBALLS and hünkyjunk cooperate with Sexy Living
Chatsworth, USA - OXBALLS is proud
to announce their new partnership with
renowned Canadian distributor Sexy Living.
Beginning September 2022, Sexy Living
will now be carrying both signature lines
OXBALLS and hünkyjunk toys. “We’re really
excited to get the chance to work with a
team at Sexy Living. Their passion and
excitement about our products, and vision
for service in the Canadian market make
20
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them an obvious choice to further our
brand’s presence,” stated Ryan Fraga,
Director of Sales for OXBALLS. Sexy Living
is offering curated selections of OXBALLS
and hünkyjunk best-selling retail products
handpicked to create a well-rounded
OXBALLS offering for any type of retailer.
“There’s a lot that we can accomplish
together and I’m excited to see what the
future has in store,” said Fraga.
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New sex toys from ANOS for anal pleasure
ORION Wholesale
Flensburg, Germany - ORION Wholesale launched sex toys for anal stimulation under the
ANOS label in spring 2022.

T

hree new items have now been added
to the assortment. The ‘Pulsating
Plug’ is perfect for deep anal stimulation
thanks to its innovative Floating Magnet
Technology that makes the plug shake,
pulsate and thrust intensely. The prostate gets stimulated directly because of
the powerful throbbing impulses in the
fully-formed glans. The perineum will also
be able to feel the strong vibrations and
pulsations. The 10 vibration modes and
6 shaking, pulsating thrust modes can
be controlled separately with the button
on the toy or via the remote control. The
‘Thrusting Plug’ stands out because of
its powerful thrust function for deep anal
stimulation. The rounded tip pleasures

the prostate with 10 vibration modes and
6 thrusting modes by hitting the prostate again and again. The modes can be
controlled separately with the button on
the toy or via the remote control. The
‘Inflatable Plug’ is perfect for fulfilling anal
pleasure because its rounded, grooved tip
can be inflated so that it becomes a large
and bulging tip. The 10 vibration modes
and the 2 pump functions (1 x rhythmic,
1 x constant) can also be controlled separately with the button on the toy or via
the remote control. The plugs from ANOS
are covered in a smooth, black soft touch
texture and they also have a wide base
which means that they are easy to guide
and won’t slide in too far either.

PDX Plus introduces 3 new realistic mega masturbators
Wijchen, The Netherlands - PDX Brands
is now shipping three brand-new full size
Mega Masturbators from its PDX Plus
collection: PDX Plus EZ Bang Torso, PDX
Plus Perfect Ride, and PDX Plus 360°
Banger. Made from ultra-premium Fanta
Flesh and available in three vibrant skin
tones, the super-sculpted companions
feature hyper-realistic details, velvety-soft
insides, and perfectly placed pleasure
holes designed for easy access and
unprecedented useability. All PDX Plus
masturbators come packaged in stur22
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dy corrugated boxes with convenient
carrying handles, giving retailers the option to either hang them or display them
on a shelf or floor. The beautiful boxes
tastefully highlight the realism of the products and are free of any explicit imagery
or offensive language. The boxes feature
scannable QR-codes on the top of each
box so shoppers can scan and watch
videos of each torso, allowing them to “try
it before they buy it” and instantly seal the
deal! These 3 new mega masturbators
are available at SCALA now!
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FFantASStic prostate stimulation
Available at Tonga
Axel, The Netherlands - The Dream Toys FantASStic collection was recently extended with 3
drop plugs for anal stimulation that each feature a loop handle.

T

his month Tonga adds new toys to the
FantASStic range again, so retailers
can offer their customer even more options
for anal play and prostate stimulation at
an affordable price. The silicone Prostate Stimulator with its smooth, curvy and
curly design is made for enhanced P-spot
orgasms. The small curly tip can stimulate
the perineum. The handle allows for easy
and safe use. The smooth anal plug with
attached penis ring moves back and forth
once inserted to massage the prostate with
each thrust of the hips. The attached ring
can be placed around the penis, testicles,
or both for lasting performance. There’s
also a vibrating version of this type of plug,
which offers 10 vibration speeds by means
of a removable bullet. And last but not least,
for the lovers of a real full feeling, the FantASStic expandable plug, the Anal Anchor!

This plug has tapered tips to glide inside
when both wings are kept together. Once
inside the plug opens and spreads the
wings for the ultimate full feeling. Vibrations
can be added to this sensation with the
removable 10 speed bullet.The FantASStic
range from Dream Toys is not only an
extensive range with over 20 products in it,
it’s a balanced collection as well. There are
different shapes, different sizes, single toys
and sets of 3, and there’s a choice between
vibrating and non-vibrating. The vibrating
toys can be recognized by the blue colour
accents on the packaging, the non-vibrating
ones have pink coloured side panels and
stripes on the boxes. All FantASStic toys
are made of smooth black silicone. The
vibrating toys have a 10 function bullet with
easy single button operation and come with
batteries included.

Get Real Extensions Sleeves by TOYJOY
Wijchen, The Netherlands - TOYJOY
adds three sizes of extensions sleeves to
the Get Real collection. Penis extension
sleeves are wearable sleeves that are like
a hollow dildo, which you slide over the
penis shaft to give the wearer extra size.
Wearable sleeves are the most basic
penis extension tools. They will not affect
your actual penis, but they will give you
a comfortable increase at the moment,
24

which can be enjoyable for both you
and your partner. Just don‘t forget the
lubricant. Increase length, thickness, and
pleasure with the TOYJOY Get Real Extension Sleeves, available in three sizes.
Hold it in place by wrapping the loop
around the balls. The soft and stretchy
TPE provides a perfect fit. The Extension
Sleeves from TOYJOY Get Real are a
great way to spice things up.
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Sliquid issues MAP policy for all vendors
To protect the brand and resellers
Dallas, USA - Sliquid announces the release of a new MAP (Minimum Advertised Price)
policy, effective immediately. Sliquid’s new MAP policy applies to all resellers selling directly
to the end user, on all platforms.

T

he Minimum Advertised Price for all
Sliquid, LLC products, whether sold
in brick-and-mortar stores, on company
websites, or third-party reseller sites,
including but not limited to Amazon.
com, is established at 20% below the
Manufacturers Suggested Retail Price
(MSRP). The MSRP rates are set in the
official Sliquid, LLC Price List, which can
be downloaded at https://sliquid.com/
retailer-resources or by contacting your
sales representative. “We recognize that
our high-quality retailers invest time and
resources to deliver an extraordinary
customer experience through knowledgeable staff and compelling vendor
presentation,” says Sliquid Senior Vice
President, Colin Roy.  “To support these
efforts, Sliquid wishes to establish
policies that allow our resale partners to

earn the profits necessary to maintain
the high level of customer excellence
people have come to expect from Sliquid retailers.”The purpose of the MAP
Policy is to encourage fair competition
across all distribution channels, preserve brand identity and value, permit
smaller retailers to compete with larger
retailers, mitigate underpricing, and
foster reasonable retailer margins. While
this new MAP Policy takes effect immediately, the company is providing
a courtesy grace period of one month
for retailers to implement the policy.
Full enforcement of the policy will
take effect at the beginning of Q4.
To review the complete terms and
conditions of Sliquid’s MAP policy,
please visit https://sliquid.com/shop/
sliquid-map-policy/.

Pretty Little Wands
Wijchen, The Netherlands - Pretty Little
Wands is a bold new collection from
CalExotics that offers versatility with
its ergonomic, slim designs that flex
and bend. Each wand is made of liquid
26

silicone which is soft, smooth, durable,
and waterproof. This material allows
the 10 escalating speeds of pleasure
to resonate throughout the wand giving
users the ability to play with both ends.
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XR Brands expands Strap U Harness
Line with Plus Sizes up to 3XL

Three underwear-style harnesses are now available in a broader range of sizes
Huntington Beach, USA - XR Brands has expanded its Strap U collection of high-quality and
affordable harnesses and dildos with an expanded size range for three of their sexiest, most
popular underwear-style harnesses.

T

he Mod Strap On Style Harness with
Built In O Ring, and the Lace Envy
Crotchless Panty Harness in both Black
and Purple are now available in sizes up to
3XL.The Mod Strap On Style Harness with
Built In O Ring is a comfortable and stylish
boxer brief style harness that feels just like
underwear and features a built-in O-ring that
stretches to accommodate most dildo sizes.
Made of cotton and machine washable, the
Mod is excellent for extended wear, even
under clothing with a packer. The supportive
waistband and comfortable construction

make Mod an excellent pick for mobility
and position versatility. The Lace Envy Black
Crotchless Panty Harness is a lacey harness
crafted for functionality and comfort with a
crotchless design that allows users to play
with absolute freedom. The lingerie styling
and universal O-ring provide the ultimate in
style and comfort. The machine-washable
Lace Envy’s wide elastic strap comfortably
secures the dildo while the wide surface
area spreads weight evenly across the waist,
preventing discomfort and soreness.
Available in both Black and Purple.

Dallas, USA - Sparkle, a re-packaging of
the brand’s flagship product, Sliquid H2O,
is a superior water-based formula that uses
only five ingredients. This lubricant, comprised mostly of purified water, is unflavored,
unscented, non-staining, pH balanced,
vegan-friendly, and cruelty-free. While the
lubricant itself does not contain glittery
flakes or shiny particles, Sparkle gets its fun
name from the unique purpose behind the
product. Sliquid will be donating a portion
of the sale of every bottle of Sparkle to two
non-profits that service the local LGBTQ+
community. Though Sparkle is marketed as
a Pride-edition lubricant, it will be available to the public year-round. Similarly, the
donations to these two non-profits will also

be ongoing. Pride is something that Sliquid
considers to be a constant movement, not
relegated to a specific month or time of year.
The colorlessness of the label, while playing
an important part in the overall branding for
Sparkle, is mostly a vehicle for the messaging that is printed on it.  On the label,
customers will find a whimsical artist drawing that includes queer imagery, such as
a unicorn, leather daddy, the new inclusive
Pride flag, and various gender non-specific
people.  There are also important keywords
used within the drawing, including LGBTQ,
rights, and love. Turning to the back of the
bottle, you will find the words “Pleasure With
Purpose”, which is the newly trademarked
tagline for Sliquid Sparkle.
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I. Am. Original.
Womanizer launches Marilyn Monroe Special Edition
Berlin, Germany - Womanizer is launching a special Marilyn Monroe edition in collaboration with Monroe’s estate. Through this launch, Womanizer is tapping into the essence and
power of the most iconic woman in Hollywood history.

M

arilyn’s powerful feminist legacy is the
inspiration for the edition of Womanizer’s Classic 2. The innovative adult toy is
available in four new and indulgent colors:
white marble, black marble, mint and vivid
red and is packaged in a special edition
collector’s box showcasing four of Marilyn’s iconic photographs. For the launch,
Womanizer has created ‘I. Am. Original.,’
a campaign around the special edition
that showcases Marilyn Monroe as well as
emphasizes her as a symbol for women
as empowered and forward thinking. “We
believe that Marilyn Monroe is a true original
who has inspired and continues to inspire
women across the globe,” explains Johanna Rief, Head of Sexual Empowerment at
Womanizer. “Our special edition is a tribute

to her and is designed and positioned to
empower all of the individuals around the
world that identify as a woman to break
through stereotypes, to be their true selves
unapologetically and to define their own sexuality.” The Marilyn Monroe special edition
wants all vulva owners to own and embrace
their sexuality. It comes with the patented
‘Pleasure Air’ technology which stimulates
the sensitive nerve endings of the clitoris
with gentle air waves. The products are the
perfect blend of elegance, simplicity and
style. As with every Womanizer Classic 2,
on top of the 10 intensity levels, subtle design and the silent performance, the Marilyn
Special Edition also offers an ‘Afterglow’
function technology providing a soft ending
after an intense orgasm.

Ramrod warming squeezable vibrating stroker
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users can hold it as tight or loose as they
prefer and adjust the pressure themselves.
The warming function makes it all even
more user-friendly, because the masturbator
will feel so nice and warm with its comfortable body temperature that it will be a joy to
penetrate. Operation is easy with a single
button on the stroker. The shape and the
length of 15 cm make it easy to handle and
hold for any penis owner.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 1 0 / 2 0 2 2
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Axel, The Netherlands - The Ramrod label
from Dream Toys started with 8 penis
pumps, manually operated and automatic
pumps with several types of handles and
sleeves. The pumps are now in the good
company of a Ramrod squeezable vibrating
stroker that comes with a warming function.
The squeezable stroker is made of smooth
silicone and offers 6 vibration rhythms with
3 speeds. Its’s soft and squeezable so
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Biird wins 2022 European
Product Design Award
Namii
Rotterdam, The Netherlands - Dutch pleasure product manufacturer Biird has added a
European Product Design award (ePDa) to its palmares.

T

he 2022 ePDa award is the 3rd product design award for Biird this year,
having already taken home an iF Design
and an A’ Design award. This time, the
award went to Biird’s latest product,
Namii. Namii is an air pulsation clitoral
stimulator made out of ultra squishy
silicone which also features vibrations
and comes with a wireless charging
base that doubles as a mood light. “We
designed Namii with a lot of care for
detail” says Evi Tjoanda, co-founder of
Biird. “As with every product we design,
the whole experience needs to be exactly right. That’s why we pay so much
attention to every aspect of a pleasure
product. The design, the touch of the

materials, the emotions people experience, the build quality. We’re so glad
to see that the jury of the ePDa awards
noticed our holistic approach to design
and decided to award us this fantastic
honor. Namii is built to be versatile, through both its air pulsations and vibration modes. We also wanted it to be able
to be used hands free and achieved this
by creating a shape that can be wedged
between the thighs. This opens up a
whole new way of experiencing pleasure
as the hands are now free to explore the
rest of the body. And as people have
become accustomed to from us, Namii
comes with a wireless charging base
that has a built-in mood light.”

Blush introduces ‘Limited Addiction’ line
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with a slanted tip for targeted stimulation.
“Bullet vibes are perennial best sellers and
Limited Addiction look like nothing else on
the market,” Blush Novelties Sales Manager Nancy Cosimini said. “They are a great
first toy purchase, as well as a ‘you can
never have too many’ toy box staple. These
Limited Addiction bullets are so beautiful,
they are sure to catch shoppers’ eyes, but
don’t let the good looks fool you: these are
top-quality, powerfully rumbly vibes! We are
thrilled to launch this new line and can’t wait
to see how shoppers respond.”
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Garden City, USA - Blush is now shipping
their latest product line: Limited Addiction.
This line of powerful, rechargeable bullet
vibes featuring colorful swirly coats that give
them a one-of-a-kind look. With an eyecatching slatwall display to match, Limited
Addiction vibes boast 10 Rumble Tech
vibration functions and 6 different color patterns: Entangle (Lilac), Sublime (Alexandrite),
Fascinate (Peach), Mesmerize (Azure),
Psyche (Rainbow), and Fiery (Coral).
Limited Addiction bullet vibes measure 4
inches in length and 0.9 inches in width
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Swiss Navy Certified Expert

Program reports massive success
www.swissnavycertifiedexpert.com
Pompano Beach, USA - It seems fitting that Swiss Navy launched their Certified Expert program in June, which is National Adult Sex Education Month, and the last of the ten training
modules was completed in August, which is Sexual Health Month.

“W

e are always very intentional
with our planning,” said Briana
Watkins, ACS, Vice President of Sales
and Marketing for M.D. Science Lab.
“We knew that we wanted to provide
our retail partners with a way their staff
could be trained extensively—and we
also knew the training had to be dynamic, self-paced, and fun! We know that
high staff turnover has been a struggle
and the feedback we’re receiving about
our expert certification program is that
its helping staff members feel more
confident and capable in their roles,
which is helping with employee retention.” To date, over a thousand people
have signed up for the comprehensive
certification course and feedback from
certified students has been overwhelmingly positive. The online ‘Swiss Navy

Certified Expert’ certification course can
be accessed online on multiple devices
at any day and time to fit into retail staff
schedules. The ten-module course covers everything from types of consumable goods to in-depth knowledge of uses
and solutions and is peppered with ‘Did
You Know’ tidbits to help initiate conversations with consumers. The course was
created in a bite-sized format so that
retail staff can easily navigate their way to
certification on any time schedule. Upon
successfully completing all ten modules
in the course, students will receive a certificate of completion announcing them
as a ‘Swiss Navy Certified Expert’ and a
certification pin that will identify them as
an expert within the industry. Retailers
and their staff are encouraged to sign up
at www.swissnavycertifiedexpert.com.

Kheper Games, Inc. launches new Oral Sex Games
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to enjoy. Both games work for any couple.
Positions are gender neutral as images are
not graphic to depict sexual organs, and
they also work with any giver and any recipient. The games expand Kheper Games’
highly successful line of ‘Oral Sex!’ games,
including ‘Oral Sex! Board Game’ and ‘Oral
Sex! Card Gam’e.
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Seattle, USA - Kheper Games, Inc. is excited to announce two new additions to their
Oral Sex line. ‘Glow-in-the-Dark Sex! Dice’
have two pink foreplay dice, and the winner
gets to roll the green oral sex position die.
Also new are ‘Oral Sex Scratch Tickets’.
The set include 8 scratch tickets, each with
a unique oral sex position for the winner
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Curly, curvy and chunky Glamour Glass
Tonga
Axel, The Netherlands - The Glamour Glass collection will have exciting new additions soon.
This glass toy range from Dream Toys with its mesmerizing soap bubble colours features
dildos, wands and plugs and is now also featuring a wonderful tail plug, an elegant curved
dildo and a chunky plug with a loop handle.

T

he anal plug with a curly tail is made of
Borosilicate glass, like the entire Glamour Glass collection. This type of glass is
very strong, non-porous and safe for the
body. The plug has a tapered tip for easy
insertion and a diameter of 2,9 cm. Glass
is great for additional temperature sensations. Users can store it in the fridge or
put it in hot water before use. The elegant
dildo has a curly tail too and it also has a
tapered tip. With its smooth shape and
total length of 18 cm it’s a wonderful toy
that can be used in may ways for external
and internal stimulation. Its diameter of
3 cm makes it suitable to be used for the

vagina as well as the anus. The anal plug
has a big chunky shape for a full feeling.
The loop shaped handle makes it easy
to navigate the plug and the gently pull it
back. With its diameter of 4,2 cm it’s a lot
bigger than the curly plug; it will be a very
appealing plug for the more experienced
users of anal toys. The beautiful colours
colours and smooth shiny looks are what
all Glamour Glass toys have in common.
Plus that special feel that glass provides
and the possibilities for temperature play.
All great properties of the Glamour Glass
toys from Dream Toys, the most extensive
brand of Tonga BV.

Kheper Games, Inc. launches ‚2 Girls 1 Cup Game‘
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gest though using sparkling wine, beer,
or another beverage of choice. The
game is packaged to appeal to female
consumers, but anyone can play. The
item can be displayed in an adult games
section, or with bachelorette / ladies night
novelties.“Yes, we went there!” explains
CEO Brian Pellham. “We’ve been asked
many times over the years to do a female
pong game, and when we were deciding
how many cups to include, the name just
popped into my head.”
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Seattle USA - ‚2 Girls 1 Cup‘… is meant
to give a laugh for those of you familiar
with the video clips by this name. This
product, however, is a game that can
either be played by two people or two
teams. Basically, its Beer Pong but with
one cup. Each player (or team) gets two
balls, and they take turns trying to land
a ball into a cup. When they do, the
other player takes a drink of the beverage
inside. Just like regular beer pong, the
rules are very simple. The rules sug-
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The art of balance
Fai r w a ge s i n to u gh ti m e s - a c h a l l e nge f o r th e reta il tra de

Pro
Colleen Godin,
EAN U.S. Correspondent

The bricks-and-mortar retail
trade has definitely seen
easier times. First there was
the pandemic with its lockdowns, now we are faced
with a negative consumer
climate because people are
rattled by inflation, the energy crisis, etc. Consequently,
everybody has to make their
money work harder, and
many retailers are looking
with worried eyes at their
operational costs, including
wage costs. Do store owner
have an obligation to their
personnel to pay good
wages in tough times?
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There‘s no beating around the bush in
this month‘s column (so I‘ll begin with a
terrible pun to lighten the mood). If you
can‘t afford to pay your staff a wage
that not only affords them a normal,
mostly stress-free existence of paying
their bills on time, but also allows them
vacations, health care access, and days
to rest, you need to question your
take-home pay as a business owner.
We all know retail costs are scarily
rising, but so are the costs of living.
Your minimum wage retail staff, often
regardless of where they live in the
world, can‘t afford to pay their rent and
utilities without exhausting themselves
with a second or third job. How the hell
are they going to be able to continue
working for you if that retail job that
they‘re apparently oh-so-lucky to have
pays less than what it costs to house a
single person? This is the reason retail
jobs are unfortunately viewed as
less-than in general; for teenagers living
at home, college students who‘ll quit on
graduation day, or adults without higher
education. The sad reality is that many
business owners refuse to struggle in
the same way their staff does. Oh sure,
they may say they‘re struggling, all while

still affording to send their kids to dance
classes, take weeks of vacation, and
otherwise maintain a standard of life of
which their hourly wage staff can only
dream. They‘re struggling, all right –
struggling to come to terms with the
fact that business ownership doesn‘t
automatically equate to wealth and
free time.
If you want to attract talented staff AND
keep them, you‘re just going to have to
pay them healthy wages as incentives
to stay. As soon as they find a company
that pays properly, they‘ll leave. No
‚iffs, ands, or buts‘ about it. Did you
really think a few extra bucks from that
spiff payment was going to suddenly
change their minds? Lest we all forget,
landlords don‘t accept rent in the form
of free sex toys. Pay your staff properly,
or you‘ll be stuck with the costs and
pains of constant firing and re-hiring.
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Contra
There isn’t just black and white, there’s also grey.
With most problems, it is impossible to say that
option A is totally right and that option B is totally
wrong, and that is definitely true when it comes to
wages in the bricks-and-mortar segment. Firstly, I
don’t think anybody would argue that paying fair
wages is wrong. But what does fair really mean
when operational costs keep going up and sales
keep going down – the reasons for this development have been discussed at great length in past
issues, and you don’t have to be a soothsayer to
predict that this situation won’t change anytime
soon. As a matter of fact, things will probably get
worse before they get better. ‚Everything is
getting more expensive‘, people lament, and they
often forget that this is also true for retailers. Of
course, this doesn’t give store owners carte
blanche to suddenly pay poor wages, but you
have to maintain a certain balance, right? After all,
it doesn’t help anybody if stores are forced to
close down permanently because their running
costs are killing them. Also, let’s not forget that it
is the store owners who have to take the risk;
they are the ones who are expected to safeguard
jobs. At the same time, you can’t just completely
switch to ‚cheap labour‘ such as students to
reduce wage costs. I don’t mean to speak poorly
about part-time staff but it is a fact that a) a lot of
products in this market need to be explained to
the consumers and b) expert advice and service

are two of the main reasons why
consumers still frequent bricks-andmortar stores. So, again, there has to
be a balance. The person behind the
counter needs to be motivated and
they need to know their stuff. If they
don’t, that’s bound to have an effect
on sales numbers sooner or later. I
am friends with a retailer and I
remember him telling me that,
whenever business in one of his
stores is taking a dip, his search for
answers always begins with the
sales personnel.

Matthias Johnson,
editor in chief
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Competitive Advantage: Too Good To Share
A co l u m n by D o m i n n i q u e Ka r e ts o s
Last month we looked at the art of
attunement in leadership. This month
Dominnique Karetsos, CEO of Healthy
Pleasure Group, asks what happens
when a brand secures a competitive
advantage before it has even gone to
market and looks at why ignoring
strategy at this stage is perilous.
After over a year of writing this column, I’m
sure you understand by now that establishing a competitive advantage is one of
the most important goals for any company, in any industry. In most of my columns, I write about how your competitive
advantage can be carved out over time
while building a brand, an innovation or
even a service. Today, I want to talk about
what happens when your competitive
advantage works? What happens when
it’s successful even before you’re ‘open for
business’ in that pre-launch stage? What
happens if your competitive advantage is
revealed and recognised before a brand
hits the three to five year surviving and
thriving sweet spot?
In short, an early competitive
advantage attracts industry peers.
By peers, I don’t just mean your competitors. While the Sexual Health and
Technology industry hurtles towards a
trillion dollar industry, if your competitive advantage comes to market while
demystifying the noise of our stigmatised
and censored landscape, it will clear the
way for industry peers, partners, corporate giants, copy cats and more to see
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an invaluable opportunity for the taking. You will
have cleared the debris, uncovering potential
that would have cost them $$$$ to identify. But
beware, because whilst you’re dipping your toe
into a launch with a strong competitive advantage; you may not notice the strategic, robust
peers that are just about to pull in their big
brains, invest their substantial P&Ls and bolt out
of the gate to beat you to the winning market
share line.
As the CEO of Healthy Pleasure Group and as a
General Partner at a VC Fund, I see this happen
within women’s health & technology continuously. Brands open for business with the only
protections in place covering their innovation or
technology, in the hopes of stress testing the
market or building loyal customers. While yes,
you need to protect your technology, you must
also invest in and protect your leadership and
talent, in your people’s behaviour, in creating
your value proposition and, most importantly,
invest in planning for accelerated growth. All of
this requires something start ups in this space
often avoid: strategy. Brands need a strategic
roadmap, co-created with big brains and experienced industry peers that know your business
inside and out. Competitive Advantage 101
will of course see brands look to reduce costs,

provide better value and secure distribution
advantages. But all of these races can
be won by your competition. They don’t
always have to have bigger budgets or a
heftier VC backing than you, they just have
to learn from your mistakes and do it
visibly better than you are.
As for investors, CPG’s and competitors with
equity pots in SH&T; some are scrambling to
own your competitive advantage or make a
quick end to your business. Some will circle
and promise to acquire, usually at a very
discounted rate given you have no strategic
scalable plans to increase P&L and therefore
increase your valuations. Others may simply
acquire you and put you on the retirement shelf
so you don’t compete or cannibalise their own
innovation that is soon to launch.
So, if you are building a business like you
never want to sell it - to see it change and
hopefully elevate humanity for the better.
If you are building a brand for impact and
income, your best investment is to accept
that strategic foresight, a lot like change,
is crucial for success, but far more fun and
fruitful when you control it and how it
protects your competitive advantage.
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pjur INFINITY: Dive into infinite pleasure
M od e r n d e s i gn a n d a p r e m i u m gl a s s bo ttle demo nstra te p jur‘ s new directio n
discover something new. Perfect
for use with sex toys.

It was a closely guarded
secret right to the end: pjur
is presenting its new product range at eroFame from
5th to 7th October 2022
in Hanover. Visitors can
discover the new premium
personal lubricants pjur INFINITY silicone-based and
pjur INFINITY water-based
at the new pjur stand.
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2 new PREMIUM personal lubricants
in a high-quality glass bottle
It’s not just the glass bottle that makes
the new product range so different from
previous pjur products. The design also
shows that pjur is striking out in a new
direction. The pjur INFINITY range already
has all the elements of the brand refresh,
making it a great example of the brand’s
new direction. The glass bottle is practical
with its pump dispenser, leak proof with
a lid and an elegant accessory for any
bedside table. And there are 2 variants
offered in the 50 ml
size to satisfy our discerning customers:
- Enjoyment, pleasure, intensity.
The silicone-based formula provides
long-lasting lubrication and does
not contain preservatives. Perfect
for sex & massages.
- Experience, sensation, adventure.
The water-based formula gives
users an extra dose of sensation
and endless opportunities to

pjur INFINITY, the new PREMIUM
product from pjur
Only the purest, most essential ingredients find their way into the high-quality
glass bottle, where they are combined
with the pick of the crop from 27 years’
experience - for the highest standards
and extra special moments. Alexander
Giebel, CEO & founder of the pjur group
on the new pjur INFINITY premium
personal lubricants: “pjur INFINITY is
the result of 27 years of experience.
We want to boost the PREMIUM segment, because we believe that there
is a gap in the market there. This new
product range will enable us to speak
to new customers who are discerning
and look for high-quality products. pjur
INFINITY conveys the philosophy of
the brand. It represents our values and
wants everyone to be able to live their
sexuality to the fullest.”
Dive into Infinite Pleasure
Absolutely in keeping with the motto
of letting yourself go and freeing both
mind and body from limits, pjur INFINITY aims to help people rediscover
their own desire. Experiencing the
countless opportunities offered by
their sexuality, expanding their own
boundaries and discovering a limitless
form of sexuality … anything is
possible with the new product
range from pjur.
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Sex dolls
T he s ta ti s ti c s be h i n d th e s e x to y ta king th e wo rld by sto rm
Firstly, Bedbible analyzed sale statistics
of sex dolls, the main
findings were:
- 10% of men in the US
have bought and own
a sex doll
- 6% of women in the
US have bought and 		
own a sex doll
- $3 billion worth of sex
dolls are sold annually

It was interesting to see that 11% of
survey respondents who use sex dolls
use their realistic toys every other day.
19% stated they had used a sex doll,
but only once to try the sex toy.
Bedbible also quizzed sex doll users
on the way they use the toy in the
bedroom. The survey revealed:
- Solo masturbation: 61%
- During intercourse: 51%
- Foreplay: 48%
- I don’t: 11%
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Y

Throughout the pandemic, sales of sex
dolls increased by 75%
with 2020 the record
year for sex doll sales
at $2.86 billion. Bedbible’s survey allows for
insight into the usage
of sex dolls throughout the US. Those
surveyed were asked
if they had ever used
their sex doll,
with 87%
stating they had and 13%
saying they had not. Of those who
answered yes, they were quizzed
on how often they use their sex dolls.
The survey results were:
- Only ever tried it once: 19%
- Every other month: 16%
- At least once a month: 20%
- Every other week: 10%
-At least once a week: 25%
- Every other day: 11%

Bedbible (www.bedbible.
com), a go-to source
for everything sex and
sex toys, has examined
the statistics behind sex
dolls and completed
a survey to gauge the
interest in human-like sex
toys. Bedbible has kindly
allowed EAN to publish
some results of the survey.
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With the different methods revealed, it was
fascinating to see only 50% of sex doll
users involve their partner when using their
doll. The survey also uncovered that only
27% discussed purchasing the toy with
their partner. Online search data shows the
popularity of both sex dolls and sex doll
brothels grew exponentially throughout
lockdown as loneliness increased. Searches
for ‘sex dolls’ increased by sixteen times
the usual and ‘sex doll brothel’ searches
increased by eleven times the usual. Speaking on the sex dolls study, Rachel Worthington of Bedbible said: ‘’It was no surprise
to see the interest in sex dolls increase
throughout lockdown, as people combated
against loneliness. It was, however, astonishing to see just how much the interest in
these new toys has grown, with searches
up by 160%. I was taken aback by some
of the survey results, with 72% of sex
doll users not discussing the purchase
with their partners. Overall, we hope the
study proved valuable in exploring the
interest in sex dolls.’’
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The importance of affiliate marketing

in a PR world: a partnership that pays
A co l u m n by Ka th r y n B y be r g, M a n a gi ng Directo r a nd Fo under o f Little Lea f PR Agency

The first thing I ask any new client who wants PR support for their brand is ‘Do you offer an affiliate marketing programme?’. You might ask, what has affiliate marketing got to do with PR and the short answer is that when it comes
to online PR coverage in the USA and UK, it can be a game changer, and it’s becoming ever more important in the
rest of Europe too. Affiliate marketing is a critical component of any brand’s overall e-commerce growth and it can be
the key to securing online earned coverage in top-tier publications.

First things first, what exactly is affiliate
marketing?
It’s a type of performance-based marketing by which brands reward publishers
for driving traffic from their site to the
brand’s site by offering a commission
on any sales generated.And many big
online publishers, like Buzzfeed, Vice
and Good Housekeeping are turning
to affiliate marketing to fill the gap
left behind when advertising budgets from brands started to dry
up. Without the need for extensive
financial investment, affiliate marketing is a valuable way for
publishers, publications, influencers,
bloggers and other
partners to make

money, but all in a low-risk, financially viable
way for the brand. No one makes any money unless sales are generated.
In today’s world where consumers are
shopping online more than ever, this is
essentially what makes affiliate marketing so
successful and why it is a must-have tool
in any PR strategy. Let’s look at a “listicle”
online, like a round-up of the best sex toys
for clit owners. On any of the big online media publications such as Cosmo, Women’s
Health, and Bustle, they rarely link readers
directly back to a brand or retailer’s website
instead, they link to the brand’s website via
an affiliate link. These links are fed through
a third-party affiliate network, such as Awin,
Shareasale, Skimlinks and track what publication or online source the traffic is coming
from and whether a sale was generated
or not. They then let the brand know how
much commission is owed to the publisher.
Networks also make it easier to track how
much value affiliate links are providing to
your brand. With an affiliate network you
can also see at what point in the sales
funnel the affiliate link was clicked. They can
also see if someone clicks an affiliate link
but doesn’t buy straight away, and comes
back to buy at a later date. This sale can still
be attributed to the affiliate link.
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With this in mind, it’s easy to see that affiliate
marketing is not just beneficial to the publisher
who is potentially going to earn money but it’s
also a great option for brands.
When the pandemic hit, many brands pulled their
advertising budgets which many of the big media
publishing houses and websites relied on. In
times gone by a brand would have pumped money into online or print advertising and in turn taken
the risk that it might pay off and be successful or
it might tank. With affiliate marketing, a brand only
needs to pay money if sales are generated.
From the publisher’s side, their affiliate managers
track which websites are generating commission,
and encourage the editorial teams to link to these
sites. If your website has a high cart value and a
solid conversion rate, then the chances are the
publisher will notice this and be inclined to publish
more about your brand.
What we’re also starting to notice is that big media publications are partnering with their preferred
brand to offer big sales throughout the year, offering big deals similar to Black Friday or Amazon
Prime Day. These kinds of sales are a great way
for brands in the sexual wellness space to get
involved and not only gain sales but also secure
top-tier mainstream coverage in publications that
perhaps would have previously not been willing to
feature them.

The interesting thing about affiliate marketing
is also that while news publications are a
big player in the game, they haven’t
monopolised the market. Smaller publications,
influencers, bloggers, and product reviewers,
all can sign up and benefit. The good thing
for brands here is that each avenue offers a
different, varied audience, each one as
valuable as the last.
Since affiliate marketing is having a variety
of people and publications spreading the
word about your business or brand, often in
a positive positive way, you essentially have a
group of brand ambassadors, advertising your
brand. Companies can build relationships with
influential bloggers, social media influencers
and media contacts to help drive organic traffic
to their site.
As many businesses struggle to recover from
the impact of COVID-19 and are facing a
looming recession, affiliate marketing is a
valuable channel for getting specific products
in front of relevant, interested audiences and
should be a consideration in any effective
PR campaign.
This powerful e-commerce tool can keep a
brand at the forefront, increasing brand awareness, driving revenue and gaining customers
- one click at a time.
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Daring Intimates
Exc lu s i v e l y a v a i l a bl e a t S CA L A

Daring Intimates is for the
woman who wants to feel
sexy 24/7, even if the rest
of the world has no clue
what kind of lingerie she
is wearing underneath her
everyday clothes. Using
lush fabrics such as soft
mesh and delicate lace,
Daring Intimates makes
sure that any woman wearing this lingerie goes into
the world fearlessly and
feeling like the powerful,
confident woman she is.
The Daring Intimates collection consists of lingerie,
roleplay and hosiery. These
three categories are the
main pilers of the brand.
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The sexy lingerie range has something for
everybody, from glamourous teddys to
revealing peek-a-boo bra sets, all with the
daring twist women will love. The premium
collection of erotic apparel also combines
quality fabrics such as delicate lace with
provocative silhouettes to entice all senses.
Daring Intimates has sexy role play lingerie
in the collection, which are perfect for some
naughty roleplaying. Consumers can explore their erotic fantasies and ignite desires
by dressing up, only to dress down when
things get too hot to resist...

Daring Intimates is the go-to name for
seductive, feminine, and daring lingerie
with an erotic twist. There is something for
every preference, like a Hot Nurse, Naughty
Police, Sexy Bunny and more… The
stylish range of hosiery perfectly complements any outfit or lingerie look, making it
a must-have addition to any fashionable
apparel assortment. Daring Intimates brings
elegant, daring, sexy, contemporary, and
flirty designs. From Satin touch tights to net
stockings with lace: Daring Intimates has
everything covered!
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brand
release

Believe in self-love,
believe in a better world.
Order GLØV now at www.one-dc.com
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B u l l e t v i b r a t o r s m a d e f ro m re c y c l e d A B S

Po w e r
1 0 V i b ra t i o n s e t t i n g s
U S B re c h a rg e a b l e

Materials
Re c y c l e d A B S
S i l i co n e

Wa t e r p ro o f
I PX 7

AT L A
G LO V 0 0 1

THE GREEN LOVE REVOLUTION IS HERE!
This eco-friendly brand will give you and
the planet a satisﬁed feeling because the
products are made from recycled materials.

SAGA
G LO V 0 0 2

HANA
G LO V 0 0 3

As we all expand on our journey of self-love,
we become more and more one with our own
nature. The logical result is to let our love of
ourselves and thus our love of nature shine
through, by using sustainable products.

EDC Wholesale | Phoenixweg 6 | 9641 KS Veendam | the Netherlands
Phone +31 (0) 598 690 453 | sales@one-dc.com | www.one-dc.com
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Obviously, you can get used to the crisis and live

together with it, after all what else we can do
So m a ny p r o bl e m s , s o m a ny q u e s ti o ns ...

As the conflict surrounding Taiwan seems to escalate, the current
supply chain problems might end up being nothing more than a
foretaste of things to come. If free access to the shipping lanes in the
South China Sea is limited or blocked altogether, the global economy
will be in deep trouble. Given this grim scenario, the over-dependence of Western economies on Chinese production facilities is rising
to the forefront once more. Consequently, it is also one of the topics
in our interview with Robert Strzelecki, Partner & Executive Director
of distribution company PLAYROOM. But there are also other global
crises that need to be addressed - as well as their effect on the sexual
wellness market.
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There is a lot of complaining about supply
chain problems at the moment. But is that
just a foretaste of what will happen if the
conflict over Taiwan escalates further and
unhindered navigation in the South China
Sea - through which 30% of global goods
pass - can no longer be guaranteed?
Robert Strzelecki: There can be no
doubt that the China -Taiwan conflict is
not going to end soon. Especially since
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the US representatives have decided that they
are not going to stop sending warships and
air forces to the Taiwan area. Nancy Pelosi’s
visit was only an excuse for the escalation of
demands by China. It looks like a big conflict
is coming, hopefully in the form of words and
gestures only.

This conflict has a very real economic dimension, affecting technology, components,
materials, and production capacities. What is
the worst-case scenario in your opinion?
Robert: We need to go back to the thing from
the other issue of EAN in which we discussed
the dependence of European companies on
the Asian market. Chinese factories no longer
use 100% of their production capacities, partly
due to the pandemic, which has not ended yet,
and partly due to internal policies. Today, manufacturers who keep producing in China need
to worry about their future, especially since a
new conflict is brewing. So, the problem may
no longer be limited to the Chinese-European
trade via rail through Russia and Ukraine; instead, it may also apply to the shipping lanes in
due time. That can become very time-consuming and - sadly - also very dangerous.
Production and supply chains revolving around
modern electronics may be in danger. And
worst of all - there is no alternative, no contingency plan.

Given this situation, good advice is in short
supply. What should be done? Can we reduce
our dependence on China’s economy and look

for alternatives? Or must we simply hope that
everything will end well and that existing business relationships are crisis-proof?
Robert: Reacting to what’s going on around is
sadly the only thing we can do now. However,
it is at least a few years too late to become
independent. Europe should be able to anticipate and adapt to hard times. Alas, I cannot
see such capability. There are no factories that
would be able to replace Chinese production
in a short time. And worst of all, even if they
emerge, they will be very expensive to maintain, so manufacturing of the same products
would get much more costly, which in effect
would translate to higher prices for these items.
We have gotten used to high markups (over
a 100-percent) while purchasing goods from
China. Now it is high time we calmed down
and paid for our laziness and comfort.
A proactive approach and the diversification of
supply sources is a trait of good companies.
There are such enterprises in Europe, and they
are going to benefit from this. They just don’t
know it yet!

During the coronavirus crisis, there were fears
that the supply chain would collapse and
supplies from China would dry up. That was an
eye-opener for many, shining a spotlight on our
dependence on China. But there has been no
fundamental rethinking in the industry.
Why not?
Robert: That’s a very good question. Why not?
The answer is not simple because we are now
getting deeper into many complicated business
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mechanisms, the cultures of particular countries, and old habits. But let’s start with fears of
Chinese supplies drying up. This phenomenon
has substantially affected all companies purchasing goods from Chinese warehouses. You
had to wait for products for over 45 days, and
if you hadn’t ordered sufficient quantities, you
had no products for sale two months later.

Nothing has changed in the supply chain in
Europe since the pandemic started in 2020.
Distributors have dug their trenches and are
ready to pay any amount of money to import
goods from China. ut they should be able to
buy them from Europe, shouldn’t they?

Let’s turn our attention to Europe: The continent is being battered by rising inflation and the
rapidly increasing cost of living. How has this
affected you as a distributor on one hand and
as a retailer on the other? Has the crisis already
reached our industry?

Unfortunately, this experience did not get
people to rethink their approach and draw any
strategic conclusions. Well, it should have.
Basically, they should have been talking about
changes to the supply chain, about new sources for our industry, and new opportunities for
more than a year at this point. Instead, everyone is lamenting and waiting for something to
happen. In the meantime, China makes friends
with Russia and India and wages a war against
Taiwan, while the Strait of Malacca becomes a
strategic spot because this is the shortest sea
route between the Middle East and Eastern
Asia, meaning this route is the most time and
cost-efficient way of shipping between Asia,
the Middle East, and Europe!
56

Robert: When you have chaos in the financial
system, the effects presented by financial indicators usually come with a delay. The inflation
in the euro zone (19 countries) has reached an
average 8.9% (Source: Eurostat), with Malta on
the low end and Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia
on the high end. It is not much better out of the
euro zone. This means that every month, we
lose a lot. These funds should go to the market
to make sure the economy is able to reuse
them (for example in the form investments), but
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they will not. Prices are going up because the
number of goods is dropping.
It is time of summer holidays, and interest
in adult products is not going down, but not
everyone can afford them. Inertia has set in,
and people are still looking for funds to buy
their favourite gadget. When is this going to
end? Well, I think it is not going to happen
anytime soon in the erotic industry. Particularly
with regard to luxury goods, top brands, and
advanced technologies. Single-use toys will
disappear from our market because they will
simply not sell well.

Opinions vary when it comes to the question
whether sex toys belong in the category of
products that can be dropped when the belt
has to be tightened, or whether they are in the
category of products that are always affordable
due to their pricing - even in difficult economic
times. What is your take?
Robert: We could argue about the correct
categorisation of erotic toys, but the thing is
that it is ultimately the consumer who decides
58
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to buy them or not. The consumers make this
decision based on several things. The price
may be a big factor, but I don’t believe it is the
single-most important thing in the purchasing
process. In this process (because it is a process rather than ad hoc decision), the consumer learns a few basic product data (hard data)
before making the final purchasing decision,
imagining how a particular product would be of
benefit to them (meeting their needs). If the seller focuses on the price rather than the selling
process, the results will be unsatisfactory while
the work effort grows. Some consumers do
not care about prices at all. They buy a product
that is to provide them with, or correspond to
their idea of the product and this is basically the
key. All the other things are just secondary.
Please don’t forget that the range of sex toys is
very wide and virtually anyone can find something suitable for their needs. The question is
whether they want to spend their money on a
single-use cheap toy (there are such products
on the market) or on top-quality items that offer
exceptional experiences for a long time.
In my opinion, the modern consumer is somewhat familiar with the range of products on the
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market, and they know how to find the product
they need online or go the bricks-and-mortar
store they like and choose the product there.

The media report that while the average consumer keeps his money together and consciously buys to save, expensive luxury brands
in various markets celebrate above-average
sales. Would such a development also be
imaginable in the sex toy market?
Robert: Definitely. It does happen. You can
be very successful selling luxury and expensive products - no matter if it is in b2b or b2c.
The average sales have not dropped at all
in recent months, instead we have recorded
increases which far exceeded predicted sales.
The reason for this is that consumers consciously decide what to buy. And more and
more often, they decide to invest in expensive
goods, top-quality products. I often say in
my interviews that the adult industry is by no
means different from other markets and that it
remains subject to the same economic rules.
Demand and supply are crucial. If you add to
this a well-operating organization (i.e. company), professional human resources (i.e. people)
and reliable products (or services), you have a
ready-made recipe for success.
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One of the megatrends of our time is sustainability and responsible consumption. This
development is also clearly reflected in our market. But will this trend continue or will the topic
of budget come to the fore again given the
current global and economic developments?
Robert: Personally, I am happy that so many
customers make conscious purchasing decisions, they are aware not only of the quality and
value of the product, but they also care about
the ethics of the brand, what it does, and what
packaging is offered. We are sometimes asked
by consumers if we wrap our products in foil
or paper. Or if they can dispose of the product
safely. These questions suggest a considerable
growth of the consumer awareness.
I don’t think this is going to change in the hard
times we are about to face. The quality standards and high purchasing awareness don’t
allow for cutting corners due to hardships. It
means that the situation will force sellers to get
more professional, to pull themselves together
and stick to the proper selling process. They
need to cease to be product handlers and become product ambassadors. This is challenging but doable. The companies that noticed this
trend years ago now have the facilities to keep
up these conscious purchasing processes and
make sales by acting responsibly. They have
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already educated sellers, provided stores with
websites, blogs, social media, all the things that
the modern retail trade cannot do without.

The sales numbers, the optimism, and the
many positive growth predictions of the pandemic years have clearly faded in the rocky
post-Covid phase. Where is our market heading now? Do we need to brace ourselves for a
prolonged slump?
Robert: Due to globalization, we are used
to taking advantage of the resources of the
whole world, no matter where we are. From the
comfort of your own home, you can purchase
something from China, Germany, or Sweden. It is cheap, quick, and comfortable - this
slogan has long been communicated to Polish
consumers in the form of commercials. It only
takes a few minutes to do the shopping, products are delivered to your home in 24 hours
(or quicker), returns do not entail any fees,
complaints are handled smoothly … Today, this
is the standard in many markets. This means
luxury, and as you know, it is hard to let go of
such luxuries once you’ve tasted them. Well...
we will have to because deliveries will no longer
be so quick, goods cannot be that cheap
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anymore, and the entire logistics related to
complaints and potential product replacements
will not be as convenient.
Preparations for a long-lasting crisis basically
should have started in February of 2020, when
Europe recorded an increase in COVID-19
infections and Italy took a heavy toll. Nothing,
I mean nothing, can justify the lack of preparations for a longer crisis. The decisions made
by many governments - no matter if it was the
right call or not - clearly meant that the crisis in
Europe would not be short. And it wasn’t. As a
matter of fact, it still exists!
Obviously, you can get used to the crisis and
live with it. After all what else can we do.

eroFame will take place in 2022 after a forced
two-year break. With all these crises and developments in mind, can the trade show breathe
some fresh air into our industry?
Robert: Many people expect eroFame to bring
something new, to be some kind of a new
beginning, and there is a unique atmosphere
of refreshing or establishing business relationships that you cannot replace with a bunch of
e-mails. eroFame certainly has some amazing
features going for it!
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It feels great.
Wi e la nd H o f meister o n th e rela unch o f ero Fa me a f ter a n invo lunta ry tw o-year b r eak
Spirits are high all around
as eroFame will finally
return after skipping 2020
and 2021 due to the Covid
pandemic. It is not surprising at all that the eroFame
team is excited to get back
to trade show normality. In
our interview, Wieland Hofmeister, head of Mediatainment Productions GmbH
and organiser of eroFame,
talks about the euphoria
of bringing back the trade
convention, about the
unusual circumstances
surrounding this relaunch,
and about the reputation
of eroFame, which remains
untarnished even after two
cancelled shows.

Wieland Hofmeister,
head of Mediatainment
Productions GmbH and
organiser of eroFame

Following a Covid-related two-year
break, eroFame will open its doors to
the trade members again. How does
that feel?
Wieland Hofmeister: We, the organisers, are impatiently waiting for the
clock to strike 10:00 on October 5 that’s when eroFame 2022 will begin.
And as you can glean from the statements of our exhibitors and many of
the visitors we are expecting, we’re not
the only ones being euphoric about the
show. It feels great - emotionally and obviously also from an economic viewpoint.
It is high time to water the field again
after this involuntary dry spell.

Would it go too far to call this
the rebirth of eroFame?
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Wieland Hofmeister: Even though
eroFame was confined to the side
lines for two years, it was never
dead. After all, our team had made
preparations for an eroFame in 2020
and then again in 2021. We just had
to cancel these shows for wellknown reasons.
Planning for this year’s event started
at the beginning of 2022, so eroFame has always been present in
our minds. It’s just that our planning
did not culminate in an actual show
these past two times.
So, how about we meet halfway
and call eroFame 2022 a relaunch
after the lockdowns? Dubbing the
upcoming event a rebirth does seem like
a bit of an exaggeration.

eroFame was a fixture of the international
erotic industry for many years. Has the
two-year break changed that? Or has
this hiatus maybe served to underscore
the importance of an international meeting place for our market?
Wieland Hofmeister: I would argue
that the reputation of eroFame has not
suffered. It is still considered one of the
best and most important trade shows
for our industry worldwide. The eroFame
brand stands for quality which obviously
has a lot to do with the many exhibitors
who support the show. Their ranks include the cream of the crop of our global
industry – and that is also true this year,
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as can be seen from our stand reservations.
eroFame is where the who is who of the industry come face to face, and no professional
in the sexual wellness market should sleep on
this trade show. Here, you can find all the big
new products - meaning sales generators - in
one place at the same time. It’s basically a
must-attend event for trade members.

A lot has changed in these two eroFame-free
years. Among other things, the pandemic
served a devastating blow to companies in
the event and trade show business. And there
have also been big changes in the team of
organisers at eroFame, with Kim Grunstedt
taking over as project manager. Is it even
possible for you to just pick up where you left
off in 2019?
Wieland Hofmeister: These past months
have truly been devastating to the event
business, and many had to throw in the towel

during this period. Were it not for the generous
support of the eroFame advisory board, we
probably would have had to strike our colours
as well. Right now, the industry seems to be
recovering a bit. At least, we can have trade
shows and other events again. But at the
same time, we have to deal with supply chain
shortages and an extreme increase in the cost
of raw materials and energy. And unfortunately, there is no way around that. The only way
is through.
What’s more, many people who had been
working in the event industry were forced to
look for other jobs during the meagre months.
This created gaps that haven’t been filled yet.
What this means for eroFame is that some
things may not go as smoothly as they did
in the past. You see, many trained, skilled
workers found employment in other industries,
leaving event organisers in a bit of a pickle.
Fortunately, we have found a savvy and highly
skilled addition to our team in the form of Kim
Grunstedt. That’s definitely a big win for us.
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One of the things that has always set
eroFame apart is your list of exhibitors,
and this year also offers an interesting
mix of established companies and upand-coming brands. Is it reassuring to know
that the industry still supports eroFame,
even in these uncertain and eventful times?
Wieland Hofmeister: If you wanted to
break the show down to a mathematical
equation, it would be ‘eroFame equals
world-class exhibitors plus world-class
trade members plus hospitality plus sound
organisation before and during the show.’
Or, to put it in an even smaller nutshell:
Quality is the best policy. I feel that sums
up our show nicely, and it’s something
that everybody appreciates.
Kim gives his all, and his commitment is truly
exemplary. We hope the visitors of eroFame will
be patient with us if there is the occasional hitch.
Covid has left a deep wound, and we are still in
the process of healing.

Obviously, people are wondering how eroFame
will fare after the break. What mark will the
pandemic years leave behind? Will they affect
the visitor numbers? Or will there be just as many
people on the aisles as before?
Wieland Hofmeister: I honestly can’t answer this
question. I can’t predict the future, but I can say
that our exhibitors have been very enthusiastic
as they prepare for the show. They know the risk
that there may be fewer visitors, but they seem to
like their chances.
I tip my hat to them, I applaud their commitment,
and I thank everybody who is taking this big step
together with us as we strive to leave the Covid
disaster behind. And of course, I invite the trade
members to show up in droves and overrun the
fairgrounds! I promise, there’ll be enough catering
for everyone …
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There was some confusion about the
opening hours. Could you give us some
definitive information?
Wieland Hofmeister: It is true that we had
considered changing the opening hours,
but our exhibitors quickly reined us back in.
Therefore, the show will be open to visitors
from 10:00 to 19:00 on Wednesday and
Thursday (Oct. 5 & 6), and from 10:00 to
14:30 on Friday (Oct. 7). As is customary for
eroFame, there will be catering for all participants around noon on each of these days.

A question that will undoubtedly be of
interest to many: Is there going to be
an Oktoberfest party this year?
Wieland Hofmeister: As of today, the
answer is: Absolutely! That party is a big
part of eroFame. And considering how long
we’ve had to wait, let’s make it an extra
big celebration this year!
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Of course, Covid is still a reality.
Therefore, eroFame has introduced a
hygiene concept that can be adjusted
depending on the situation. Would you
mind telling us more about this?
Wieland Hofmeister: As of right now, there
are no official requirements regarding a hygiene
concept. However, we’d rather be safe than
sorry, so we have made the aisles wider, there’ll
be sufficient amounts of sanitizer at all stands,
tables, and at a number of so-called focal
points throughout the hall, and obviously also
at our Oktoberfest. Moreover, everybody is free
to wear a mask. That said, if certain requirements are set forth - which we do not expect at
this moment -, we’re also ready to have rapid
test kits on hand.

There has been an on-again, off-again discussion about a second eroFame event in the
springtime. Is that idea still on the table?
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Wieland Hofmeister: We had been presenting that idea to the industry a few times,
however, there was never enough interest
among exhibitors and retailers. Firstly, there
are already several trade shows for our
industry in spring, most of them in the United
States and in Asia. Adding a European show
to that list may not hold the same potential for success for an exhibiting company,
we were told. Also, most new products are
presented and launched in autumn. However,
if the industry members change their mind,
we’d definitely be ready to revisit the idea of
a second eroFame in spring.
Before we end this interview, there is one
more thing I would like to say:
The eroFame team and the members of the
advisory board are very excited about this
long-gestating show, and we hope it will turn
out a successful and fun event for all participants, leaving them with the great feeling that
they are part of a truly special industry. Have
a safe trip, we’ll see you there!
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If you have a business at the moment,

I would recommend a full financial evaluation

C al a n d r a B a l f o u r ta l k s bi g f i gu r e s o n so urcing a nd sh ip p ing

Calandra runs two
bricks & mortar shops
in Brighton, England
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Can our industry actually afford to
survive? It’s a scary, though seemingly silly question, but for many
pleasure businesses, especially those
with brick-and-mortar shops, there’s
nothing funny about questioning
this possibility. When you’re talking
figures, very little is up for debate, as
the numbers on the page aren’t going
to change with consumer opinion or
trends. Product sourcing and shipping costs have risen to a terrifying
high degree, and all it takes is a bit
of mathematics to prove it. Calandra
Balfour, the ‘sexpreneur’ co-owner
and sex educator behind the UK’s
TV-famous retailers Lust! and Taboo,
runs the numbers daily and foresees a
scarily expensive future for the pleasure industry. From a 60% increase
in the cost of silicone product manufacturing to an enormous leap in the
cost of shipping containers, Balfour
says there’s never been a better time
to audit your own business costs and
make sure you can stay afloat. In this
eye-opening (or stark reminder of
the obvious) EAN exclusive, Balfour
dissects the Euros and cents of each
step of the manufacturing and retail
game. And the numbers don’t lie: the
cost of doing business may quickly
rise out of reach for many. Balfour
recommends a deep dive into one’s
own biz finances before the industry
loses any more of the brick-and-mortar stores that made us into the sexed icon we are today.
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When considering issues currently pertinent to
our industry, the first topic that came to your
mind was the rising costs of products and doing
business in general. Can you give readers a bit
of an over-view or summary of this particular
issue as a whole, at least as you see it?
Calandra Balfour: I have two adult shops in
Brighton, and I am the one solely responsible
for sourcing, buying, and re-ordering. Figures
are my thing - they always have been - and
my profit margins are something I have always
kept an eagle eye on, as my suppliers will
tell you.
Rising cost of product is a huge concern at the
moment: raw materials, fabrication, importation, every aspect of it. I have to price check
everything (and I mean EVERY single thing that
comes into the shop) at the moment to make
sure my margins stay the same. As a UK seller,
the costs for importing from our beloved EU
suppliers just isn’t feasible at the moment, which
will affect what is available to the customer and
the variety of products available to them. Factor
in rising running costs, from energy rates to
increases in postage rates, and the increase in
general cost of living, and I see real issues for
businesses who aren’t being fastidious in their
number crunching.

Now let’s look at some of these same issues
piece by piece. One sub-section you mentioned
was the cost of raw materials. Are material costs
really rising that high? Wasn’t the increasing
prevalence of factories helping costs of once
pricier materials, like silicone, to finally go down?

Calandra Balfour: The price of silicone, for
example, has increased by 60% and still rising.
This is due to massive fuel price increases in
China, resulting in blackouts and energy supply
being limited to certain industries, such as
mining silica and metal, the processing needed
to make rubber silicone, and the cheap electronics industry. All the elements of a great sex toy!
Increasing fuel prices have also been driven by
Beijing reducing the country’s carbons emissions
by curbing coal production, making coal expensive in a country that relies heavily on it. It makes
sense that if raw materials cost more, then that
price increase is going to be passed along.

Similarly, you mentioned manufacturing/fabrication as another sub-category that’s rising
too high in pricing for most businesses. Again,
do you have any explanation for how this has
happened in recent years? Is it simply the law of
supply and demand, and demand has risen like
crazy?
Calandra Balfour: The effect of Covid really
has been far-reaching. The majority of our stock
comes from China. It seems that during the first
Covid lock-downs when factories closed, factory
workers returned to their rural towns and then
never came back to work. I believe that staffing
is an issue that affects all industries no matter
where they are in the world, as Covid affects individuals unable to work, workers having to look
after someone with Covid, or workers relying on
a reduced infrastructure trying to get to work.
Factories in China have also been affected by
the energy supply issues and blackouts mentioned in the previous answer, making powering
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Calandra is responsible
for sourcing, buying, and
reordering, among other things

the cost of shipping a container full of sex toys
increasing exponentially. The cost of shipping a
container had gone up from $3,000 to $22,000
at one point.Industry data has shown there is currently a shortfall of 400,000 heavy goods vehicle
drivers in Europe at the moment, contributing to
a general deficit in the logistics ecosystem, which
again will contributes to rising costs.

Who do you believe is bearing the most brunt of
all these higher costs: the factories themselves,
the manufacturers that hire the factories, the retailers/resellers, or the consumers? Or is it a perfect storm that affects several groups together?

the machinery required to fabricate sex toys more
expensive. As European gas shortage really takes
hold in Europe this I’m sure will drive up running
costs in manufacturing factories based in Europe,
such as Fun Factory.

Now let’s look at another important sub-category
that doesn’t just apply to sex toy businesses:
importation. What’s changed in export costs and
logistics, especially considering the last few years
of Covid-forced problems?
Calandra Balfour: An issue I followed avidly
during the various lock-downs was the shipping
container bottleneck occurring in some of the
world’s biggest ports. In particular China had a
zero-Covid policy in it’s ports, meaning that when
there was a Covid case the port closed down
completely. The zero-Covid policy was still being
implemented as of May 2022. This has led to
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Calandra Balfour: This is definitely a perfect
storm affecting everyone from factories, manufacturers, retailers and consumers. Up until recently,
one key group along the chain may have absorbed rising costs, but with such big increases it
is impossible for one group to take the brunt and
survive. Every group faces the same dilemmas:
they have to pay their bills, pay their wages and
make enough money to make it all worthwhile.

Lastly, on the topic of rising business costs, you
mentioned the EU as the most expensive place
from which to source, at least as a retailer in the
UK. How does this fact affect your buying and
overall business decisions? Are you forced to
seek business elsewhere in the world to offset
costs?
Calandra Balfour: Speaking as a retailer in the
UK, the US is still the most expensive country
to import from, but that has been the case for
many years. I do buy some items direct from
China, but the MOQ (Minimum Order Quantities)
required means that as a small company this is
not feasible. Instead I opt for volume with current
suppliers and negotiate. I sadly have not found
replacements for our EU suppliers, so we have
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ty carriers, confusing form filling, and surprise
duty charges. As a result British consumers are
less likely to use EU companies. Custom duties
have risen by as much as 42% in the UK since
Brexit was implemented.

Can you foresee any solutions to this big grouping of pricing and sourcing problems? Is there
any way that industry businesses can continue to
support other businesses operating out of European and/or EU? What’s your final conclusion on
the whole matter?

been buying more from our existing UK suppliers, who also happen to have hubs in Europe to
supply EU customers. It does mean that I have
bought more ranges from our existing suppliers
than I did before, to supplement the gaps left
from the EU suppliers.

How much is Brexit to blame for these issues
overall, at least (of course) when considering
companies in the EU doing business with those
in the UK?
Calandra Balfour: Prior to Brexit, importing
from mainland Europe was very straight forward,
and in fact very favourable for a UK business:
the stronger GBP against the Euro, no VAT (as
opposed to 20% VAT charged by domestic companies), no import duty and low shipping charges
meant it was very profitable.
Post Brexit, importing from mainland Europe is a
very different matter involving expensive third-par80
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Calandra Balfour: If I could foresee solutions to this very complex issue of pricing and
sourcing issues I’d be Prime Minister instead
of selling vibrators! However, if the EU and UK
governments can come to an agreement about
re-instating a freedom of movement for goods,
it would make a big difference. If EU suppliers
want to supply UK businesses they could think
about dealing with third-party carriers, simplifying the process, and in an ideal world paying
the customs duty bill – whether that is
financially viable for EU-based companies is
another question. As so many of the issues
mentioned in this article relate to increasing
energy bills and consumption, perhaps this
will drive serious uptake of renewable energy
systems globally. My conclusion is more
advice: if you have a business at the moment,
I would recommend a full financial evaluation.
What are you paying for stock? What is your
profit margin? Where can you save,
negotiate, or increase prices?

This interview is
contributed by Colleen
Godin, EAN U.S.
Correspondent
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It has never been a 9 to 5 job,

the motto is work hard, play hard.
Sha r o n Vo n k e be c o m e s c o - o w n e r o f La dies Nigh t H o mep a rties

Yvonne Ubbink and Eric
Vonke, the founders of
Ladies Night Homeparties,
have made their daughter
Sharon a co-owner of the
company. It is a logical
step but it is also a significant one - especially for
Sharon. So, EAN invited her
to an interview to talk about
her new tasks, her new responsibilities, and her new
position within Ladies Night
Homeparties.

Sharon Vonke started working
at her parents‘ company
when she was 18 – now, she
has become co-owner

Sharon, before we talk about you becoming
a co-owner of Ladies Night Homeparties,
would you tell us about yourself. For example, when did you start working at Ladies
Night Homeparties, and what did you do for
a living before that?
Sharon Vonke: So, I’m 27 years young
now and I started working at Ladies Night
Homeparties when I reached the age of 18.
Before that, I had worked as a part-time
saleswoman at a shoe store in a city nearby
for almost three years. Being the daughter
of two enterprising parents, I’ve learned
from a young age to work for the things
you want, so I started when I was 15 and
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worked on evenings and weekends - while
also going to school, of course. And a little
about myself, hmmm. I live like 5 minutes
away from the office, together with my
Pomeranian Moody. He’s 4.5 years now
and to be honest, he’s the king of the office
as he comes with me to the office everyday.
I’m really a people person, I like to work
out 4/5 times a week, and you’re always
welcomed to wake me up for a city trip
somewhere sunny.

Which statement is more true: a) that you
grew up with the company or b) that you
grew into the company?
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Sharon: Well, I think both are true, to be honest!
I guess my interest in my parents’ company
started to grow when I was about 13 or so. They
started it when I was 9 years old, so I definitely
grew up with the company and getting older, I
came to know more and more about it. But when
I reached 18 and was finally able to start working
in the warehouse, I also started to grow into it. So
the warehouse was my ‘first stop’. After a while,
I learned to do client support as well, backing up
colleagues during holidays. When I finished my
internship during college (I studied HBO Communication at HAN Nijmegen), I started working in
online marketing for our web shop, Nachtkastje.
nl. Later on, that turned into online marketing for
the whole company. During the last year of my
studies, I decided I wanted to work for Ladies
Night Homeparties and Nachtkastje.nl full-time.
My parents never pushed me to do this. They’ve
always supported my choices but I do remember
I never made them happier than when I dropped
the line ‘Let’s go full time with this’. And so, I
started working full-time at our company in 2016.
Now, we’re 6 years later. Long story short: Both
statements are definitely applicable.

and bigger as well. I can’t give you an exact date
but a few years ago, I became ‘Marketing Manager’. But I still want to stand side by side with my
colleagues and definitely not above them. We’re
a team and we’re doing this together. When the
pandemic situation exploded, the only thing we
could still do was online marketing, especially,
with our web shop Nachtkastje.nl. That was really
intense, and a lot of things changed, but with the
whole team, we persevered. When we all came
back after the pandemic, it actually felt like kind
of a new beginning after we had all worked from
home for 1.5 years and some roles and careers
changed. That was also true for my own role, as
which got bigger. Behind the scenes, the three of
us had already been working hand in hand for a
while, but at that point, I guess it became visible
at the office as well. Now, it’s official and the word
is out, but I don’t feel any different than a few
months ago because it already felt that way in
terms of responsibility.

What have been the individual stages of your
career at Ladies Night Homeparties so far?

Sharon: You should ask our team! The atmosphere is amazing. Since everybody’s been
coming back to the office after Covid for like a
year now, you can see and feel that everybody
wants to be at the office! It’s so nice to actually
walk to another office, knock on the door and
have a real-time conversation. I guess we were all
very tired of the endless video calls. So yes, I love
to be at the office and chat with colleagues. We
try not to talk about work during our lunch breaks
and we’re hosting a ‘happy hour’ once a month,

Sharon: I’ve already mentioned the different stages a little bit. When I started working for Ladies
Night Homeparties full-time in 2016, my business
card said ‘PR & Social Media’, with a focus on
online marketing. Big events like KamaSutrA and
the Ladies Night events in cinemas were also under my wing. My responsibilities and knowledge
grew, and our office team began to grow bigger

How would you describe the work atmosphere at
your company - or put differently, why do you like
working at Ladies Night Homeparties?
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Sharon and Moody,
her Pomeranian

with booze and bites at the office for our crew.
It’s important to stay in touch, it doesn’t always
have to be about work. Next happy hour will
include ‘karaoke’, and I am so excited. I think the
personal contact with the team is very important;
everybody has to feel seen. Nobody is just a
number. Besides that, for me personally it feels
unreal to run a company together with the two
people I love the most on this planet: my parents.
It’s a unique way of working together and turning
dreams into reality. The most memorable moment
so far - without a doubt about it - has been the
first trip to Shanghai. And all Shanghai trips we
have done since have also been amazing. But the
first time I went with my parents... the realization
that we can do that for a living and as a family is
beyond priceless.

Sharon: We are 1) unique, since we’ve been
imitated a lot but no one has ever matched us.
2) inspiring, since we try to let women be who
they want to be and encourage them explore
themselves sexually. 3) educating, since it’s not
just about fun and pleasure - we also dive deeper
thanks to the sexological training that our agents
get from sexologist Kaat Bollen (who’s also our
ambassador!). 4) pleasure-oriented since that’s
what we’ve been offering and selling for almost
18 years now. 5) taboo-breaking because we try
to make women feel comfortable to talk about
sex in their own save environment and with other
females they trust.

If you had to name the five biggest strong points
of your company, what would they be?

Sharon: It means a lot, of course, but at the
same time it has already felt that way for a
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So, now you are a co-owner of the company.
What does this step mean to you?
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Does this step change your overall view of the
company?
Sharon: No, it doesn’t, since it already felt
that way for a while. From what I’ve heard,
I guess it’s not a big change for our crew,
either. They all saw it coming and for them,
it felt like a logical step as well. We’re just so
lucky to have such a great crew. Without
them, my view would have changed maybe,
but with our incredible team, it still feels
the same.

And what impact does this step have on
your day-to-day within the company? Does
becoming a co-owner also mean taking on
more responsibility?
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How do you see your future in your company?
Sharon: Bright and evolving! We’re currently in
the middle of a very cool process that I can’t
talk anything yet, but the next evolution of LadiesNight is coming! Be prepared, you
don’t want to miss this! That also applies to
the web shop, by the way. To be continued!
Let’s talk about that next time - looking
forward to it already.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 1 0 / 2 0 2 2
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while. Not the co-owner part, of course, but I’ve
always felt responsible and being the ‘daughter
of the bosses’, I guess I had to overcome more
obstacles than somebody else would have
experienced. It has never been a 9 to 5 job, the
motto is work hard, play hard. But besides that,
it is obviously a huge step and I am really proud
and honoured that my parents are giving me this
opportunity. Together with our great team, we
are doing it with the three of us, and that is what
makes this so special. I’m more than ready for
what the future holds and I can’t wait to experience it on a higher and deeper level.

Sharon: In a certain way, there will be more
responsibilities, but I guess not that many since
I’ve already been involved on that level for a
while now. We consult each other a lot and
we make all important decisions together. I still
have the same tasks as marketing manager,
I won’t let that go. But I’m very happy with
my marketing team and the fact that they’re
operating very independently. Everybody takes
responsibility for their tasks, and that’s what
makes our team a dream team. So, I can wear
many hats within the company knowing that
everybody will do a great job.
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We can’t wait to share

our products with the world!

SH U NG A a d d s e x to y s to th e i r r a n ge
As we’ve all come to expect, many
new products will premiere at eroFame this year. And we can already
predict that six of the new products
at the SHUNGA stand will stir a whole
lot of interest – because they are sex
toys. This is the first time SHUNGA
are expanding beyond their traditional
segment of intimate cosmetic products. Sylvain Séguin, President and
co-founder of SHUNGA, tells us more
about these six new products, the
five-year development process, and
his excitement about the big European
premiere after the collection debuted
in the US in July.

Sylvain Séguin, President and
co-founder of SHUNGA, presenting SHUNGA’s new sex toy line

When did the idea emerge to develop and
produce a SHUNGA sex toy line?
Sylvain Séguin: The idea came from
our many clients who asked ‚when are
you going to create toys to complement
your range of intense creams?‘. Over the
years, this idea had gradually made its
way into our planning, but we didn‘t want
to rush into becoming a manufacturer of
sex toys without having deepened our
knowledge of this field first. While SHUNGA has been in the intimate market for
over 22 years, we were not truly familiar
with this area of the market. And since
we pride ourselves on the quality of
our products, we had to take the
appropriate time to develop a range
of intimate massagers that truly reflect
our brand.
90
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How long did the process take, from the idea
to the finished products? And what were
SHUNGA’s priorities throughout product development?
Sylvain: From idea to manufacturing, the
process took well over 5 years to be completed. The first step was to ask women what they
liked or disliked about the sex toys they used,
and what they would like to find in a sex toy.
We were surprised by the answers we received and by the complexity of their requests:
ergonomics, size, length, vibrations, comfort,
sensation, materials, design, etc... The second
step was to start searching for concepts for
the designs. An MRI of the genitals of a couple
in action was our first source of inspiration. To
create a good design, you have to see and
understand the position of a penis in a vagina.
It might seem obvious... but it’s actually quite
the opposite!
The third step was to find an industrial designer
capable of combining all the requests that we
had received from the women we interviewed,
while also delivering sophisticated and elegant
designs that meet the standards of our SHUNGA brand. This step was terribly complicated.
We started with Asian designers, but the quality
of the designs really did not meet our expectations. We then hired Canadian designers. The
quality was there, but they couldn‘t bring the
designs to life that I had in mind. I spent a lot of
time sitting by their side to guide them. So, in
the end, I spent as much time as them
on this stage.
The fourth step was to let go of the designers
and acquire a 3D industrial design software,
learn how to use it in a few weeks, and make

the designs myself. It‘s been a long and tedious
road full of pitfalls... Three years of designing,
thousands of hours of work, and hundreds of
prototypes that I produced using 3D printers,
not to mention lots of trial and error. But in the
end, it gave rise to the results we see today.
And I didn’t even mention all the tests made
by our open-minded ‚professional testers‘
who were willing to test each of the prototypes
and give us their feedback, so the necessary
modifications could be made. I have redone the
designs hundreds of times. Some models had
over 400 iterations. I was aiming for nothing
less than perfection. All the little details have
been thought out and designed to satisfy the
expectations regarding ergonomics, comfort,
grip, textures, power, vibration modes, dimensions, and design...When I had goose bumps
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“OUR PRODUCTS WERE DESIGNED
FO R E V E RY W O M A N TO E N J OY. “
Sylvain Séguin

after completing a design, I knew that mission
was accomplished and that we could proudly
put the SHUNGA Erotic Art logo on this new
stimulator.

Your existing range is primarily made up of by
lubricants, massage oils, etc. But with these
new vibrators, you are now moving into a
market that is very competitive. What are your
expectations for the SHUNGA sex toy line?
Sylvain: As we are new to the toy market, we
don’t have any specific expectations for our
intimate massagers. Most of the process has
been a learning curve, and we’ll continue to
learn and grow as we continue this adventure.
We first presented the collection at ANME show
in July, and the response from the industry has
been overwhelming. We can’t wait to share our
products with the world!

Would you tell us more about the line? How
many products does it include? What kinds
of products are there? And most importantly,
92
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what are the unique selling points of these
product?
Sylvain: The range includes 6 intimate massagers - OBI, AIKO, SANYA, MIYO, SOYO,
and ZOA. We chose to name them thusly as
an homage to the women who practiced the
art of Geisha in the 18th and 19th centuries.
Each one has its own carefully crafted design
for optimal use, comfort, and pleasure. Let me
introduce them to you:
OBI is the perfect massager for the woman
who loves intense clitoral orgasms. Its thoughtful design, that simultaneously covers the
clitoris, the labia, and the perineum, and its
powerful vibrations allow for a wide range of
sensations. It can be held comfortably between
the legs without the use of hands, or it can be
placed inside panties or a strap-on during romantic games with your partner. The possibilities this massager offers are endless! AIKO was
designed for women looking for new clitoral
sensations. Its two powerful motors wrapped in
ultra-silky and flexible silicone, will surprise any
clitoris with their intensity and softness. It is also
perfect for nipple-play and produces wonderful
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sensations on the glans of the partner. Its ten
(10) vibration modes bring to life a multitude of
sensations while also making the pleasure last.
SANYA offers softness, comfort, and flexibility.
Its luxurious and ergonomic design combined
with the power and finesse of its vibrations
provides a range of sensations that leads straight to the peak of vaginal or clitoral pleasure.
The grip was designed to allow for effortless
movements, making this massager ideal for all
body types. This massager is for the woman
who desires the ultimate refinement.SOYO is
the most powerful massager in the range. Its

of this massager are unparalleled. Its easy and
comfortable grip allows women to focus on
their enjoyment and achieve intense pleasure.
ZOA is our most versatile intimate massager.
Its refined and unique design perfectly fits the
vaginal curves, simultaneously covering the
clitoris, labia, and perineum. The handy grip
allows for precise and effortless positioning
on any preferred area, including full-body
massage. The powerful motor offers ten
(10) modes of wildly exciting vibrations for
the experienced woman who loves
power and finesse.

design was carefully created and its powerful
vibrations open the doors to multi-sensory
pleasures as they simultaneously target the
clitoris, labia, perineum, and G-spot. Its two
motors have distinctive intensity and vibration
options, which allows for absolute control. Welcome to the world of multiple orgasms! MIYO‘s
most distinctive feature is its flexibility. This
massager was designed with two simultaneous
motors, thoughtfully placed to fit the clitoral
region of every woman, and these motors
provide intense stimulation to the vaginal area
and the G-spot. The ergonomics and flexibility

What can you tell us about the pricing?
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Sylvain: The prices for SHUNGA intimate massagers will vary from 104.90 EUR to 154.90
EUR MSRP.

Which target audience do you have in mind
with these toys?
Sylvain: Our products were designed for
every woman to enjoy. With the launch of six
completely different products, we are confident
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 1 0 / 2 0 2 2
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that there is something for everyone in the
collection.

When will your toys hit the shelves and when
will they be available through your European
distributors?

Sylvain:We did a soft launch for the
North American market at the July
ANME show in Los Angeles. The
response and reactions from buyers
at the show was excellent and the first
sales have far exceeded our projections.
The BIG launch for the European market
will take place at eroFame in October.
We look forward to introducing our new
range to our loyal European clientele.
Distribution will be handled by our
network of authorized distributors who
already distribute our SHUNGA cosmetic
products. Interested buyers can contact
their usual distributors.

Are you supporting the launch of your toy line
with promotional materials for the POS?
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Sylvain: Yes, for the in-store experience we
have created a SHUNGA counter display which
is very eye-catching, luxurious, and compact.
It contains our 6 intimate massagers so the
consumer can see the whole range at a glance,
while also having the option to touch it and try
the massagers. We also have counter cards,

information guides, and much more available
for the brick-and-mortar stores. These are great
sales tools! And of course, we put the whole
SHUNGA promotional machine behind this
range of products, including print media, social
media, blogs, partnerships, trainings, etc.

Are there plans to further expand the sex toy
line or maybe add other products that have not
been in your assortment so far?
Sylvain: As this is a new market for us, we
will take our time to do it right. Already, the US
market is showing signs of growth and we‘re
expecting a similar reaction in Europe. Our
first priority will be to meet the demand. We
obviously have plans for the future and lots of
ideas, but it‘s too early to talk about that.
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We just hit a recent

milestone of +10,000 visitors per day
Be d bi bl e - ‚ Yo u r O n e a n d O n l y S o u r c e o n th e Jo urney to B etter Sex ”
Let’s start at the beginning: When and by
whom was Bedbible founded? And what
motivated the founders to dedicate themselves to the topic of sex toys?
Benjamin Jørgensen: Bedbible.com was
founded by Jacob and me in 2020, and it
was started because the founders had seen
how well similar sites in the Nordic countries
had been received and how well readers
liked them. Above all, what motivated both
founders is the fact that sex toys are fun,
and running a company that is centred
around sex toys just makes for a fun and
different work day. On top of that, we get
to help people choose something that can
make a huge difference in their sex lives and
therefore have a big impact on their lives in
general.

There are countless product reviews and/or
websites on the internet that have taken on
the topic of sex toys. What makes Bedbible
different?

The founders of
Bedbible, Benjamin
JØrgensen and
Jacob Bager

Finding the right sex toy can be quite a journey. Choosing from
among countless products on the market is often intimidating,
sometimes even overwhelming. Of course, the internet holds a
lot of advice and suggestions. But here too, you have to navigate
a jungle of websites, blogs, product reviews, etc., many of which
vary quite a bit in terms of quality, credibility, and even when it
comes to their recommendations. Bedbible burst onto the internet two years ago, striving to become the definitive guide for
toy enthusiasts and those who are only just getting into sex toys.
Co-founder Benjamin Jørgensen tells us how Bedbible is different
from other sites on the world wide web.
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Benjamin: We are the symbiosis of 2 different types of sites offering sex toy reviews
which already existed in the market before
we launched.
1. The ‘Sex toy blogger’ – a sex toy guru
who will typically make reviews of a limited
selection of sex toys.
2.The ‘Review aggregators’ – the sites
that collect/find and aggregate reviews
of different toys online and give the toys
a rating, listing them in ‘Best in test’ roundup reviews.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 1 0 / 2 0 2 2
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In essence, we solve a few problems that arise
with the above two types of sex toy review sites.
With the ‘Sex Toy Blogger’ sites, the problem
is that only a few toys are reviewed, and you
typically can’t find a ‘Top 10 best vibrators’
list on these sites. So, you are forced to read
through every single review to figure out what
toys to choose. Secondly, the reviewers are
super-experts! They have typically tried A TON
of different sex toys already, and although that
gives them an expert status it is also intimidating
and somewhat disconnects them from beginners. We believe that people would like to read
reviews from someone like themselves – not
just experts. It’s not that experts aren’t a good
source of information, but sometimes you just
want to read a review from an average person.
With the ‘Review aggregator’ sites, the problem
is: The reviews that are aggregated have been
taken from the shops selling the toys. In other
words, they are reviews from a source that has
an incentive to try and sell you the sex toy in the
end. It is not the best place to host reviews of
products or to aggregate them - or to base top
lists (round-up reviews) on. Secondly, I haven’t
found one of these sites that offer an overview of
all the available shops that sell a certain product.
Bedbible solves these problems as we do what
both types of sites do: We have in-depth reviews
of toys by everyday people. And we aggregate
reviews from shops and create top lists. On top
of this, we make sure that the individual sex
toy testers have no bias or relationship with the
company providing them with the toy. Often,
they won’t even know what web shop sent them
the sex toy. This means that we also have a lot
more negative reviews than other sites, which in
turn means that people can trust us.

How would you describe your policy when it
comes to product reviews?
Benjamin: 100% honesty. We do not ask our
sex toys to testers write certain things; we
actually tell them repeatedly that they should be
completely honest and transparent.

Bedbible also collaborates with sex experts.
What role do they play in your mission?
Benjamin: They are critically important, especially when giving advice on how to use toys,
clean them, what to look for when buying toys,
and everything connected to that - even with
regard to toys review. As I said previously, the
reviews we have should be from people of all
kinds, both those who try sex toys for the first
time (yes, we have sent sex toys to people and
asked them to test them even though it was
their first ever).

Who is Bedbible for? Who is your target
audience?
Benjamin: Everyone of age. I know it is a
popular thing to have a ‘target audience’, but
I honestly feel that sex toy reviews are just as
important for the young first-time toy user as
they are for the mature BDSM dominatrix.
What is Bedbible’s reach?
Benjamin: We just hit a recent milestone of
+10,000 visitors per day. That was a big day for
us, as it means our site has more than 300,000
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www.Bedbible.com
aims to help people
find the right sex toy

Benjamin: VR sex toys are the number one
long-term trend in recent times, I believe. But
there are some interesting spikes of trends, such
as the Rose Vibrator trend from TikTok. We also
see vibrators for men as a long-term trend.

And what role do trends like sustainability and
inclusion play in the sex toy market?

readers every month. It is both a huge responsibility as a site ad also an honour that so many
people enjoy our content and reviews.

What channels do you use to communicate with
your community? For example, how important
are social media to you?
Benjamin: We primarily use our website,
which ranks very well on Google for a lot of
review-based phrases. We simply have a hard
time finding time for social media, as we are still
a relatively young start-up. And secondly, our
primary focus is improving the site, not doing
marketing on social media.

Let’s talk about the market: What are the biggest
trends in the sex toy space right now? Suction
toys? Sex tech products?
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Benjamin: Way too small of a role. It seems like
the sex toy world is lagging behind a bit on this.
From the top of my head, I can only think of
two products that have really been sustainably
made (one is the Womanizer Eco). Inclusion is a
hard one. Everyone is simply not doing a good
enough job. Including us at Bedbible. I think the
most important thing is to acknowledge that we
are extremely biased by institutional structures,
our upbringing and history in general, and that
it requires effort to change that. We work very
hard on being inclusive and ask ourselves
frequently if something we write is inclusive
enough.

How has the perception and acceptance regarding sex toys changed in recent years?
Benjamin: We are gradually moving in a more
liberal direction, and I would go so far as to say
that in recent years, sex toys have become as
accepted to talk about as ‘sex’ - in the sense
that, if you are talking with friends or family
about sex, then you will also be able to talk
about sex toys.
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What makes Gender X stand

out is its inclusivity and resistance to labels
Ray m o n d Ho u te n bo s i s l o o k i n g f o r w a rd to th e ‚ rea l‘ debut o f Gender X in E uro p e
Gender X already launched with 18 SKUs
in December 2021 but now, it is getting
a proper premiere in front of a large
audience at eroFame. How much are you
looking forward to the event?

Raymond Houtenbos,
Evolved Europes’ VP
of Sales

Raymond Houtenbos: We’re thrilled to
have a proper in-person debut for Gender
X! There were so many missed moments
during the Covid-19 lockdown, and this
was a big one because Gender X felt
like a real sea change for us - a whole
new way of thinking about toys - and we
wanted to share it with the world. Now,
at eroFame, we’ll finally get our chance to
present this concept with the attention it
deserves!

How important is it to be able to present
products in the tried-and-tested, traditional
way again after two years with hardly any
trade shows because of the pandemic?

When Evolved Novelties launched Gender X in Europe at the end of
2021, the pandemic still had the world in a chokehold. Trade shows
were cancelled left and right, personal meetings with clients were out
of the question, and as a result, the market had swerved towards digital communication. And while that was an adequate alternative, Raymond Houtenbos, VP of Sales at Evolved Europe, is ecstatic to finally
return to normalcy, i.e. real trade shows, face-to-face conversations,
presentations where you have the opportunity to look at a product
from all angles and pick it up. That’s also a big reason why Raymond
is excited to present Gender X at eroFame, because this product line
deservers a ‚real‘ premiere in front of an international audience.
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Raymond: On the one hand, our industry
was quite resilient during the pandemic
because a lot of our products go handin-hand with privacy and personal space.
But on the other hand, we’re tactile people
who love human interaction! And let’s face
it, if a picture is worth a thousand words, a
live toy demo is worth double that - there’s
nothing like physically holding the toy to instantly understand how powerful yet quiet
it is, or how creamy soft the material is.
We’re proud of our toys and love to show
them off! And we’re also excited to leave
the pandemic in the rearview mirror.
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Gender X is not just another sex toy line, there
is much more to it. Could you explain why the
line stands out from the crowd?  
Raymond: What makes Gender X stand out is
its inclusivity and resistance to labels. We wanted to create a line that allows everyone to feel
welcome, no matter their gender, orientation or
pronouns. By presenting these toys as ‚undefined‘ in terms of marketing slant, we allow the
consumer to decide what can be experienced
with each shape, material, feature, and motor
combination. And we’ve learned a lot about
how people use toys by simply offering this
freedom of imagination. It’s been a fun experiment - one that is fast becoming a permanent
feature for Evolved.

When EAN first interviewed you about Gender
X, you described the line as ‚simple but revolutionary‘. With more and more companies in our
market moving towards inclusion, would you
also add the adjective ‚topical‘?  
Raymond: Great question! You’re right, ‘topical’ describes our no-gender marketing very
well. The idea behind choosing the word ‘revolutionary’ was to fire up people’s imaginations
and let the creativity flow when it comes to how
and where to use toys. But as the revolution
continues, perhaps ‘topical’ will become even
more relevant in the sense that we want to stay
cutting edge with this line and offer designs
that are always ‘now’, no matter how you define it! Ground-breaking, au-courant, pioneering,
innovative - we’ll happily own any word that
speaks to fresh ideas that people like.

What kinds of products are in the line and what
are their unique selling points?  
Raymond: The Gender X line is full of unique
shapes – handheld flat devices, bulbous shafts
with multiple motors, remote controlled plugs,
toys with loop handles and multiple contact
points. The beauty of this line is that we now
have a home for imaginative toys that don’t fit
into other brand categories. But all our toys
still have a few elements in common - high
end materials, state-of-the-art motors, and a
five-year warranty.

As mentioned earlier, Gender X was launched
in Europe in December 2021 and has also
been sold in the US for some time. How has
the response been so far?  
Raymond: The response to Gender X has
been phenomenal. It feels like our clients have
been waiting for this neutral marketing approach so that they can serve their customers
more appropriately. We knew through market
research that the demand was there for a line
that speaks inclusively and universally - but to
see the consumer’s positive reaction has been
incredibly rewarding. We spent a long time
perfecting the concept, then designing and
executing the toys and packaging - so it feels
incredible to finally get a real-world response.

Are POS materials available for retailers?  
Raymond: Yes! Anyone who is interested in
our new Gender X store materials, please get
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Raymond: The main thing we tell retailers is
to let the consumer lead the way! There are
more and more customers out there who
don’t want to be labelled, and Gender X toys
speak for themselves. Point out the universal,
simple packaging and let them know that
this is a line for everyone - find a shape and
motor combination that works for you and
escape the gender paradigm once and
for all! It’s refreshing and fun to peruse
the toys at the store level because they’re
innovative, powerful - and designed for
multiple uses.

Apart from Gender X, what other products
will you be presenting at eroFame?

in touch with Evolved Europe BV. We’re really
excited about how the branding creates a
sought-after retail destination.

What tips can you give retailers about marketing Gender X? What should they do to get
the highest possible turnover out of this very
special product line?  
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Raymond: Beyond Gender X, we’re introducing a whole new season of designs for our
Barely Bare lingerie line. Available in two sizes
for every single design, we’re offering an
array of looks that covers girly to goth - and
everything in-between. Our POS approach
has a new twist as well, with ‘Feel the Difference’ fabric testers now available for in-store
displays. We will also be debuting new toy
designs in the Evolved line, the Zero Tolerance line and Adam & Eve … Come out and
see us at eroFame booth#80!
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Unbound is a rebellious sexual wellness company
A co nv e r s a ti o n w i th Po l l y R o d r i gu e z , co -f o under a nd C E O o f U nbo und
Shopping for sex toys
can be overwhelming. For
Sarah Jayne Kinney and
Polly Rodriguez, this feeling became the motivation
to create something that
would a) meet their expectations and b) live up to
the standards of a modern,
inclusive market. And so,
Unbound was born. In
line with their goals, www.
unboundbabes.com offers
a lot in the way of education and information - as
well as gorgeous, affordable, and perfectly bodysafe sex toys, which are
designed and produced
in-house.

Please, tell us tell us about the history of
‘Unbound’. What led to the creation of
your company?
Polly Rodriguez: Unbound was started
by Sarah Jayne Kinney and me, Polly
Rodriguez, who met in New York in 2014
but both share a Midwestern upbringing.
Each had individual experiences shopping
in the category and feeling uniformed and
intimidated. They felt the world lacked a
place to have fun, inclusive conversations
around sex so they set out to create that
world.
Since its start, Unbound has gone from
being a labour of love (translation: we
started it in our tiny NYC apartments) to
a leader in improving how people explore
and enjoy pleasure. Our team of fourth
generation vibe-crafters takes immense
pride in designing beautiful, affordable,
body safe products for when you’re feeling yourself.
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Unbound design, including but not limited
to: graphic and website design, packaging design, and Unbound’s visual brand
language.
Shazi Lyle (She/Her), Director of Supply
Chain, who oversees all inventory management, warehousing and fulfilment for
Unbound.
Maddy Siriouthay (She/Her), Content
Manager, who oversees Unbound’s
social media channels, Fan Babes affiliate
program, as well as content strategy for
our website, magazine, and social media
accounts.
Sam Leander (They/Them), Wholesale
Manager, who oversees all retail partnerships for Unbound wholesale, one of our
fastest growing channels.
Jing Ouyang (She/Her), Product Development Manager, who oversees the development of Unbound’s products -- from
ideation to production completion.

What can you tell us about your team?
Who does what at ‘Unbound’?

What is the mission of your brand?
What philosophy do you follow with
your activities?

Polly: Polly Rodriguez (She/Her), CEO
/ Co-Founder, who oversees product
development, press, growth, finance, and
operations.
Sarah Jayne Kinney (She/Her), CCO
/ Co-Founder, who oversees design,
technology, content, communication, and
customer service
Kate Rockett (She/Her), Director of
Design, who oversees all aspects of

Polly: Unbound is a rebellious sexual
wellness company that designs and manufacturers over 30 vibrators, lubricants,
and accessories. The company’s vision
is to be the first mainstream brand in the
sexual wellness category by creating next
generation products at a more affordable
price. All Unbound products are made
with body safe materials along with fashion-forward design.
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You offer your own sex toys on www.unboundbabes.com. How long have you been active in
e-commerce and why did you decide to develop, produce, and market your own products?
Polly: Unbound was founded in 2013 and from
2013-2017 we sold over 2,000 different products from other brands. Throughout those four
years, as co-founders, we personally managed
Unbound’s customer service and noticed that
products we were selling for over $100 were
breaking without any warranties or replacement
offers from the brands for our customers. Similarly, it wasn’t always clear if the materials being
used were body safe. We were in constant
communication with our customers and determined there was an opportunity for us to take
our learnings and design our own line of body
safe, affordable sexual wellness products. In
addition to having more control over the quality
and pricing, we were excited by the opportunity
to innovate in both our design approach and
the technological innovations embedded in the
products.

What makes www.unboundbabes.com different from the many other online shops that sell
sex toys on the internet?
Polly: For starters, historically, the many, many
online shops that sell sex toys on the internet
have been founded, owned, and operated by
cis white men. Unbound’s team is comprised
of all femme and non-binary individuals, who
also all are granted equity and ownership in the
company. Furthermore, we’re able to deliver
on high quality, body safe products that are all
under $100. We achieve this affordable pricing
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by selling directly to customers vs. working
with distributors who often take anywhere from
30-40% of the margin to sell sex toys to end
retailers, inflating the end price to consumers.

What can consumers find on www.unboundbabes.com? Which product categories do you
cover? And what are the unique selling points
of your products?
Polly: Unbound’s products span vibrators, lubricants, accessories, and merch. Our products
are all under $100, body safe, and high quality.
Our customer service is also best-in-class and
arguably the best in the industry.

Which criteria are particularly important when
you add new products to your range? How
should we envision the development process,
from the initial idea to the finished product?
Polly: The most important components to
developing any Unbound product are: innovative technology, intuitive + thoughtful design,
body safe materials, and affordability. While
our development process is proprietary and
one we’ve worked incredibly hard to develop
and protect over the last five years, I can share
that we pull industry data, customer feedback,
as well as broader technological and design
trends to inform our product roadmap. We’ve
also built strong relationships with our community of beta testers, which currently spans over
2,000 different individuals who help us prototype and iterate on our ideas before pushing
them to production.

What role do sustainability, natural ingredients,
resource-efficient production, etc. play for your
brand?
Polly: This is a tricky question because by
definition, if you are using a sexual wellness
product on the most absorbent part of your
body, you want that product to be durable
and body safe. As such, most silicone used
in vibrators, dildos, butt plugs, and accessories is not biodegradable and most (*if not all*)
recycling centres will not receive and process
the products because they are considered
biohazards. We’ve extensively researched the
opportunity to recycle these products in hopes
we’d find a solution, but currently are unable
to find a partner programme that will recycle
sexual wellness products. It’s our deepest hope
that that in the near future, recycling centres in
the US will consider including sexual wellness
products in their programme.
For us, ingredient quality is one of our core
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A lot of Unbound’s success can be attributable
to our ability to grow a large organic following
on Instagram and TikTok over the last 9+ years.

www.unboundbabes.com is much more than
just an online shop. You also offer education
and information through ‘Unbound Magazine’.
How important is it for you to present this added value to your customers? Where do you get
the content you share in this format? And how
much need is there for education in 2022?
brand tenets. All our silicone is tested and
verified as body safe by both REACH and
RoHS standards as well as internal testing
processes we’ve established as a company.
We work incredibly hard to ensure that none of
our products contain parabens, phthalates or
known carcinogens.

Which target group is your online shop tailored
to? Who are the customers of www.unboundbabes.com?
Polly: 78% of Unbound customers are Gen Z
and millennials, with 82% living in a city or surrounding suburb. Overwhelmingly, Unbound’s
approach to sexual wellness - through wit, reliability, and fact-based information - resonates
with the younger generations.
Competition in the e-commerce segment is
tough - and it is global. How do you manage to
reach your target audience, make them regular
customers, and bind them to your brand?
Polly: We always try to meet our customers
where they already are. Gen Z and millennials
discover and shop for brands through social
media, and while the advertising restrictions still
create unruly barriers to reaching new customers, focusing on quality content and our brand
voice has been the most important component.
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Polly: With only 13 out of 50 states requiring
sex ed to be medically accurate in the US,
providing relatable, fact-based information on
our website has always been important to us
at Unbound. We focus on all kinds of topics
– everything from buying your first vibrator to
BDSM. It’s also important for us to partner
with licensed, qualified, and diverse experts on
educational information. We hope that the educational content on our website is informative,
helpful, and relatable to our community.
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Do you also use other distribution channels
apart from e-commerce? What about the B2B
market, for example?
Polly: We deliberately do not sell to industry
distributors but do partner with select wholesale retailers who have a customer base that is
similar to Unbound’s. This has been one of our
fastest growing channels in the last 2-3 years.
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What can you tell us about your plans for the
future of Unbound?

HOT

Polly: Our goal is to continue to innovate by
designing fun and approachable products -with the ultimate goal of eroding the stigmas
associated with sexual wellness.
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We believe that Marilyn is unique, as a person

as well as a brand. She embodies empowerment
Wo m a n i z e r p r e s e n t th e M a r i l y n M o n ro e Sp ecia l E ditio n

Binh-An Dang, Director
B2B EMEA & APAC at
Lovehoney Group

Womanizer is launching a Marilyn Monroe
Special Edition. But before we talk about
the product itself and your ‚I. Am. Original.‘ campaign, I have to ask: How difficult
was it to get the license to use the name
Marilyn Monroe. After all, if you simply
launched an Elvis Presley masturbator
without the proper brand and licensing
agreements in place, you’d be in hot
water, right?
Binh-An Dang: You absolutely would be.
Authentic Brand Group and other estates
have made it their job to watch over the
legacies of certain persons and make
sure that their names are only used in
ways that are in line with those personalities’ beliefs or what they stood for. In
short, they have the rights to the (brand)
name, likeness, etc., and they check very
carefully which types of collaborations
make sense and don’t harm or distort
the image of the famous personality in
question.

This interview with Binh-An Dang, Director B2B EMEA & APAC at
Lovehoney Group, revolves around Womanizer’s Marilyn Monroe
Special Edition and the ‚I.Am.Original.‘ campaign accompanying its
launch. And our first question is: How do you even go about securing
the rights to use the name or likeness of a famous personality?
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To create the Marilyn Monroe Special
Edition of the Womanizer Classic 2, you
needed the thumbs up from Authentic
Brands Group (ABG), which owns a huge
portfolio of global media, entertainment,
and lifestyle brands. Did you have to do
a lot of persuading to use the Hollywood
icon for your purposes, i.e. a sex toy?
Binh-An Dang: As a matter of fact, ABG
got in touch with us after they had seen
how tastefully and appealingly we had
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presented the topic of masturbation in our
campaign with British singer Lily Allen. They
felt that this would be a perfect fit for the
Marilyn Monroe brand.

her life has come to the fore. She is a woman
with many facets, with highs and lows.
There is no such thing as perfection. It is okay to be vulnerable, it is okay to

Rhetorical question: Doesn’t it cost an arm
and a leg to get licenses like these?
Binh-An Dang: Obviously, I can’t give you
financial details, but apart from our budget,
we also put a whole lot of passion, time, and
love into this campaign because we believe
in Marilyn, her legacy, and the fact that her
image goes together splendidly with our
brand.

Why did you choose Marilyn Monroe?
Binh-An Dang: We believe that Marilyn is
unique, as a person as well as a brand. She
embodies empowerment. And that makes
her a great fit for Womanizer, our values, and
our mission. The Special Edition is an ode to
her, an homage to what she achieved, and
we hope it will inspire people all over the world, especially women, to live their lives and
their truths proudly and freely.

Of course, Marilyn Monroe was not without
her scandals and controversies (private drama, drugs, the image of the naive, clueless
blonde, etc.). Weren’t you deterred by that?
Binh-An Dang: We believe she is a big role
model, all the more so because this side of

be scared sometimes, it is okay to struggle
from time to time. That is what makes us
human. We want to shine a spotlight on the
public scrutiny and judgment that Marilyn
was faced with. Just like women today, she
was measured against impossible standards
and then ‚punished‘ for showing her true self,
for giving her opinion and using her beauty to
her advantage. Marilyn was popular in a time
when those qualities and talents were even
less accepted than they are today. But Marilyn persevered. Sie had a triumphant career,
spoke her truth, and inspired (and keeps
inspiring) countless people to this day.

As the Marilyn
Monroe Special
Edition is based
on the Womanizer
Classic 2, it comes
with the patented
Air Technology and
Afterglow feature

The launch of the Special Edition will be
accompanied by a campaign titled ‚I. Am.
Original.‘ What is the focus of this campaign,
and what is the message it conveys?
Binh-An Dang: The ‚I.Am.Original‘ campaign
is our way of paying tribute to the legacy and
achievements of Marilyn Monroe while also
sending a clear message to women
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The Womanizer x Marilyn
Monroe Special Edition is
available in four colours:
White Marble, Black Marble,
Mint, and Vivid Red

Which channels will you use to present this
campaign?
Binh-An Dang: It is a global campaign, and
you can follow it on YouTube, our own web
shop, and our official Instagram channel.

Okay, let’s talk about the product now: Why
did you choose to build this Special Edition
around the Classic 2?
Binh-An Dang: I think that is self-evident.
Marilyn is a classic in every sense of the word
- a woman who couldn’t be more iconic.

What are the unique selling points of the
Classic 2 in this Special Edition? What will it
cost in retail stores, and what can you tell us
about the colour scheme?

everywhere: You are original! We want to
encourage women to defy society’s expectations and norms and to live the way they
want to live. Our campaign is a battle cry
for women to leave expectations behind,
to reclaim their sexuality, and to celebrate
it. The title of the campaign, ‚I.Am.Original‘
is partly inspired by the fearless legacy of
Marilyn Monroe: the embodiment of the
positive, feminine essence that continues to
be an inspiration to women all over the world,
encouraging them to smash stereotypes, to
be their true self, and to define their
own sexuality.
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Binh-An Dang: The Womanizer x Marilyn
Monroe Special Edition is available in four
new, exciting colour schemes: White Marble,
Black Marble, Mint, and Vivid Red, retailing
at €129. The white and black marble versions
really stick out. We haven’t had anything like
that in our range before, and they are truly
special. The Special Edition makes use of our
patented Air Technology, stimulating the sensitive nerve endings of the clitoris with soft,
gentle air waves. As is customary for every
Womanizer Classic 2, the Marilyn Special
Edition offers ten levels of intensity, topped
off by the Afterglow feature which makes for
a smooth, pleasant conclusion after you’ve
enjoyed an intense orgasm.
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Everybody wants to feel free

and live up to their own potential
C ala A z u l – E D C W h o l e s a l e p r e s e n t t h eir new bra nd
Let‘s talk about your new brands
and products. Cala Azul, which was
inspired by Ibiza, is particularly eyecatching. Why did you choose Ibiza,
or: Why do you think Ibiza and sex
toys go together well?

Melanie Bos, Brand
Design Manager at
EDC Wholesale

Melanie Bos: Ibiza is known for the
posh private beaches but also for the
bohemian hippie vibes. It embraces
everyone and that is precisely what we
want to do with our sexual wellness line.
Everybody wants to feel free and live up
to their own potential.

When and how did you come up with
the idea to dedicate a sex toy line to
Ibiza? And how long did it take to realise
that idea?
Melanie: The inspiration came from
a trip to Ibiza in 2021. Everything we
felt there inspired us to create a line
befitting of the island. From the feeling
of being free to the completely different
vibes on the entire island.

Ibiza, the popular Mediterranean island destination, has been the
inspiration for EDC Wholesale’s latest private brand. The name of
this brand is Cala Azul, and it will debut at eroFame. EAN wanted
to know how the unique atmosphere of the island is reflected in
these products, so we asked Melanie Bos, Brand Design Manager at EDC Wholesale, for an interview. And while we were at it,
we also seized the opportunity to ask about the new additions to
EDC’s Rosy Gold, Gildo, and Real Fantasy brands - which will also
make an appearance at the trade convention in Hanover.
118
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How is the Ibiza theme reflected in the
products and their packaging?
Melanie: The items and the packaging
instantly make you feel close to the
beach. It is even in the name: In Spanish ‘Cala Azul’ means ‘Blue Bay’. Ibiza
has some beautiful blue bays, the most
famous one being Cala d’Hort. This blue
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bay features beautiful views of Es Vedra, the
mysterious rock formation rising out of the
sea that is known for its magnetic powers.
The blue colour of the products, combined
with the pearl finish, is also reminiscent of
the sea. The elegance of the packaging
enhances the uniqueness of the brand. With
a large variety of toys, there is something for
everybody.

Who is the target audience for Cala Azul?
Melanie: This brand is especially for women
who love the summer, strolling on the beach,
and mindfully enjoying a sunset. It is for women over 25 who are reinventing themselves,
who are successfully shaking off all notions
other people may have about them and live
a life that not only looks good on the outside
but a life that, more importantly, feels good
on the inside.

What products can be found in the line? And
what are their strong points apart from the
Ibiza theme?
Melanie: The Cala Azul collection includes
eight different items. Every product has round
shapes and soft silicone, reflecting the feel
of the island of Ibiza. The range includes the
well-known rabbit vibrator and also an organically shaped lay-on vibrator.

Your marketing and advertising department
probably had a lot of fun with Cala Azul, since

everyone has something that they associate
with Ibiza. But how do you capture these
ideas and connections?
Melanie: This was indeed an exciting project
to work on. We got to do the photoshoot on
Ibiza, which was obviously a great experience and a lot of fun. When we get started
with a new brand project, we include our
entire team and brainstorm until we have a
solid plan. We try to look at it from the target
audience’s perspective and incorporate that
in the visual identity of the brand.

What can bricks-and-mortar and e-commerce retailers look forward to in terms of
POS materials?
Melanie: We always ask the retailers for
feedback to find out what they are looking for
and what they need to promote the brand.
We then make that into a custom display
or slat wall, for example. Every retailer is
different, and we want to offer something that
suits their needs.
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temperatures or is there more behind the
demand for glass toys?
Melanie: Glass is the most hygienic toy material out there; it can be used by those allergic
to silicone toys and it can be used with any
kind of lubricant. Gildo offers designer glass
dildos and butt plugs inspired by the ocean.
You can warm the toys in warm water or cool
the toy in the fridge to enjoy temperature play.

Real Fantasy the Luxe is also about dildos - a
wide variety of realistic-looking dildos, to be
exact, all made from a special material called
Silexpan. Please, tell us more about this material. What are the advantages of Silexpan?
In November of 2018, EDC Wholesale released Gildo, a line of 27 handmade glass toys.
Now, you present a new collection, called Gildo Ocean. What made you decide to return
to that line four years later?
Melanie: Gildo was our basic line, and we
really wanted to focus on being modern and
innovative while trying out new techniques.
Hence the ocean collection: four items with a
new concept.

What can you tell us about Gildo Ocean?
How many new products are there, and what
are their big selling points?
Melanie: The collection includes four items,
with a big focus on people who don’t want a
basic toy but who are looking for a modern
and expressive toy to add to their collection.
What’s unique about this line is that each
item has a silicone base for extra grip.

What is your explanation for the popularity
of glass toys? Is it the possibility to play with
120
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Melanie: The Silexpan material lends itself to
realistic stimulation. The shaft can be more
flexible and adaptable to the shapes of your
body. In addition to the realistic, veined look of
the dildo, it can also get as warm as the real
deal.

Real Fantasy the Luxe will launch with a large
variety of products. Is the goal to offer something for everyone, no matter their needs,
wishes and preferences?
Melanie: Yes, that is indeed what we aim
for with this brand. The line includes various
sizes, and each item can be used as a strapon. And in addition, there are two items with a
vibration feature for extra fun.

There are countless dildos on the market how difficult is it to provide new impulses in
this product category?
Melanie:There are always new ways to breathe fresh air into the design of dildos. There
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are so many materials, colours, textures, sizes,
patterns, trends & events to use and experiment
with in order to create a unique dildo and sensation. With such a wide variety of dildos currently
on the market, it can be difficult to know what
people will want next. But by constantly reviewing
articles, trends, the current product range, and
finding inspiration, you can create something new
and stick out with something different and unique.

And last but not least, we come to Rosy Gold, a
private label which has proven very successful.
What is the secret behind the success of this
line?
Melanie: Rosy gold embraces the sexual revolution of the roaring Twenties and takes self-love to
this era with a collection of nouveau toys that will
brighten up every girl’s nightstand. The packaging
is stylish and appealing, and each product looks
like jewellery. Just what every girl wants. The
art-deco style is trendy again and stands out from
all the colourful alternatives.

The first Rosy Gold products focused on the
target group of women. Now, you invite couples
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to join in. What can you tell us about these
new products that offer ‚fun for two‘?
Melanie: The newest addition to the line
is a butt plug made from aluminium and
acrylic stone material. But the item that
really deserves the most attention is the
BDSM Set. Made from beautiful materials
and featuring the same rosy gold colour,
this is definitely the eye-catcher of the line.
The set has everything you need for an
evening of fun for two.

What were the main goals when you
set out to create the new Rosy Gold
products? How difficult was it to translate
the Rosy Gold brand values to products
for couples?
Melanie:It was not that difficult; the roaring
Twenties are known to be about women really
exploring their freedom. This is reflected in the
couple BDSM box. Miss Rosy decides how she
handles her man, or how the man handles her.
It is all about getting to know your limits and
discovering your sexual wellbeing. That’s what
freedom and feeling free is all about.
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As a brand, we want to

be in mainstream distribution channels
MY HI XE L p r e s e n t a n e w v e r s i o n o f th eir p ro duct a t IFA
Before we talk about your participation at
IFA in Berlin, let’s take a look at the latest
version of your product: MYHIXEL II. What
are the advantages of this version over its
predecessors?

Patricia Lopez, founder
of MYHIXEL

On September 2 to 6, IFA, Europe’s biggest tech show, took place
in Berlin. The focus of the show is on entertainment and consumer
electronics, but companies from the sexual wellness market have also
been among the exhibitors for a few years now - companies such as
MYHIXEL, for instance. In our interview, company founder Patricia
Lopez tells us more about her experiences presenting sexual wellness
products at mainstream shows.
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Patricia Lopez: MYHIXEL II is part of MYHIXEL CONTROL, which is the ultimate
solution to improving ejaculatory control.
Now, thanks to the evolution of our app
and the stimulator’s new features, we can
offer a new and better user experience.
MYHIXEL CONTROL is a combination
of the MYHIXEL Play app, which contains a gamified and anonymized training
programme to control ejaculation, and the
stimulation device MYHIXEL II. MYHIXEL
is a medical device registered by the
FDA and CE certified, and the MYHIXEL
II is the most innovative version of this
stimulator, with improved warming and
vibration systems. The interior of the
sleeve has also been improved to provide
the most realistic sensation of penetration
ever. Also, it is now IPX7 waterproof. In
addition, this new cutting-edge device
includes movement and speed sensors,
two levels of suction, and Bluetooth
connection to the app, which allows the
user to keep precise and objective control
of his progress in the Play programme as
all the scores and evolutions are automatically registered by the app thanks to the
connectivity features and sensors.
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rate so many different technologies in a single
product?
Patricia: As a company that aims to improve
male sexual health, we are always thinking of
new products and services to help men have
plenty of intimate wellness. Technology is one
of our main pillars, so we are always aware of
new developments and try to take advantage
of them to make the users’ experience better.
In this case, we have been working on the
new MYHIXEL II for more than a year, not only
because of the new features mentioned before,
but also because we work closely with sexual
health specialists who tell us what kind of
information, usability, and support they wanted
from our technology. That translates to specific
technical, electronic, and developmental specifications.

Apart from MYHIXEL II, there is also a new app:
the MYHIXEL App 2.0. What can you tell us
about that?
Patricia: Well, the MYHIXEL Play 2.0 app is the
first app applying the internet of things to male
sexual health. It also uses machine learning
with an adaptive programme that fits the user’s
needs. It’s anonymized and secure and provides
the user with a personalized experience among
other features. In addition, we have created a
weekly plan section inside the app programme,
which provides the user with fitness, mindfulness, and nutritional plans focused on their
sexual and general wellbeing. This is one of the
most important updates to the app, a weekly
plan that includes specific weekly activities for

controlling climax (we suggest users perform
these activities 3 times a week). Each of the
three specific areas includes different content,
for example, special superfood recipes, weekly
work outs specifically designed to complement
the weekly activities for ejaculation control, or
mindfulness advice to include in your weekly
routine. Also, this new version has data collection automatized thanks to its Bluetooth
connection with the device, giving real statistics
and information about the user’s progress.

Is MYHIXEL II intended to appeal to consumers
who already own MYHIXEL products or is the
focus on new consumers?
Patricia: MYHIXEL’s customer base is very
broad; we currently have a wide portfolio of
products and services, including MYHIXEL MED
and MYHIXEL TR. The focus is on ejaculation
control, but we also offer a whole range of
products and services like food supplements
for sexual wellness, clinical consultations with
specialists in sexual health, online courses with
quality educational content, accessories, and
we have just launched the new MYHIXEL Care
line. And now, MYHIXEL CONTROL, which is
aimed at any of our existing customers and also
at those who want to try the most innovative
solution for ejaculation control for the first time.

At the beginning of September, you presented
MYHIXEL II at IFA (one of the world’s leading trade shows for consumer electronics
and home appliances) in Berlin. Why did you
choose IFA in particular?
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With its optimised
features, MYHIXEL II
represents the most
innovative product in
the MYHIXEL line yet

being eliminated. Mainstream channels are simply
adapting to this demand, albeit much more slowly
than we would like. Even so, the reception from
the organizers, the public, and the participants is
always very good, which is why we keep participating in this type of trade show. In this way, we
also reinforce the visibility and the importance of
male sexuality and help to normalize that sexual
well-being is a necessity.

Were you the only company from the sexual
wellness / sexual health market at IFA?
Patricia: There were two brands from the sexual
wellness sector. Our friends from Mystery Vibe
and us. At previous shows, both IFA and CES,
the influx of sexual wellness brands was more
noticeable. The advantage of this more exclusive
situation is that we have gotten the attention of
several international distributors with whom we
have started negotiations.
Patricia: The consumer & electronics sector
has been showing interest in sexual wellness
products for several years now. We are fortunate
to experience this revolution, and our health and
wellness positioning makes it easier for us to enter this type of channel. That is why we have been
attending CES in Las Vegas and now IFA. As a
brand, we want to be in mainstream distribution
channels, and the consumer & electronics sector
seems like a good fit for our brand.

Patricia: The response has been positive. It is
not possible to fit in with 100% of the distribution
channels that are at a show like IFA, but it has
been a very profitable show in terms of distribution channels, press coverage, and networking.

Was it difficult to get into the trade show in Berlin
as a company that is active in the sexual wellness
/ sexual health market?

Is the presence of companies from the sexual
wellness / sexual health market at ‘mainstream’
trade shows a sign that products from our industry are becoming more accepted?

Patricia: IFA has been accepting sexual wellness brands as exhibitors at all of their recent
events, and the same goes for CES at their 2020
event where we also participated.
Little by little, society is accepting that these
types of products are necessary, and taboos are

Patricia: Of course, the fact that more and more
companies are focusing on sexual wellness and
working hand in hand with technology is a very
good sign. Normalizing the intimate wellbeing of
all people is a step forward in society, and what
better way to give it the attention it deserves.
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How was the response?
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Diese speziellen, hochkonzentrierten Pheromone Parfums mit den unterschiedlichen
Mischungen wurden entwickelt, um auf das
andere Geschlecht noch anziehender zu
wirken.

These special, highly concentrated pheromone perfumes with their varied compositions were developed to make you
even more desirable to the opposite sex.
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All of our products and images

have this fashionable erotic style

A l l o f o u r p r o d u c ts a n d i m a ge s h a v e th is f a sh io na ble ero tic style.

Danny Linden, founder of It‘s
Diva Time (www.itsdivatime.com)

You have added two new collections to
your label Kinky Diva. Is it true that these
products will have their world premiere at
eroFame?
Danny Linden: In a way, yes. SCALA has
chosen to include these two collections
in their range. The colour combinations of
the lingerie are made only for SCALA. So,
in that sense, it is certainly a premiere.

With the ‘Harness Couture’ collection,
you are expanding your offering in the lingerie sector. What products can be found
in ‘Harness Couture’?
Danny: Our Harness Lingerie, also called
bondage lingerie or strappy lingerie, contains strappy bras, tops, and bottoms.

What makes ‘Harness Couture’ special?
What can you tell us about the materials
you used, the workmanship, the
quality etc.?

Danny Linden, founder of It’s Diva Time, presents two new collections
under her Kinky Diva brand, the aptly titled ‘Harness Couture’ and
‘Feather Love’ collections. In our interview, she explains what sets
these new products apart and what is trending in the world of kinky
fashion right now. Visitors of eroFame should definitely check out the
stand of Danny’s distribution partner SCALA where the new products
will be on full display.
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Danny: The idea behind these lingerie items is that you can wear them in
combination with your daily clothes and/
or clubwear. And of course, they look
the best in an erotic setting. All of this
makes them very special. They are Sex
& Fashion items. That is what we like
to achieve with the Kinky Diva label in
general. All of our products and images
have this fashionable erotic style. The
Harness Couture items come in one size.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 1 0 / 2 0 2 2
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All straps are adjustable to a certain point. XSmall
/ Large covers one size. All straps are strong and
very flexible at the same time. In other words, the
quality is amazingly good and still affordable.

wearing beautiful lingerie, any style you like, and
wearing these sensual feathers to empower your
femininity. Go ahead. Discover the sensuality of
feathers…

Who is the target audience for ‘Harness Couture’? Who is this new collection made for?

What was your motivation to enter the market
with feather accessories, seeing how those are
also offered in the mainstream market?

Danny: Harness Lingerie in general is very,
very popular these days. There are a couple of
brands that only sell harness lingerie. But don’t
be surprised if you see an item for € 300 or more.
We aim for a group of people who cannot or
will not pay these prices. Our pricing is different,
but the quality is not suffering because of that.
Our audience, independent of gender, buy these
items not only for erotic and intimate moments
but also for daily wear or simply to pimp up their
festival outfits.

The name of the other new collection is ‘Feather
Love’. Does the name say it all?
Danny: I adore feathers. In the animal world,
feathers have an impressive and dynamic beauty
in addition to their functionality. It is not without
reason that feathers have been used on stages or
as (erotic) fashion decoration for millennia. Feathers make you radiate and give off a strong and
supremely sensual feeling. They enhance your
femininity during an erotic evening at home or
in the club. Nowadays, feathers are durably
collected, manipulated, and dyed to enhance
their appearance in various ways. In this
collection, you can find feathers you can wear
like a shoulder wrap. Imagine yourself naked or

Danny: I always adored feathers. In my former
company, Absolute Danny, we had amazing designs with feathers. I like the drama, the theatrical
aspect of it, and especially the sensuality of the
look and feel.

What can you tell us about the product development process? Where do you get your ideas for
new products? What does the path from idea to
finished product look like?
Danny: I get my ideas from the fashion industry.
From streetwear. Instagram girls. It starts with a
simple feather shawl. It inspires me to create a
complete look and image around it. If I go to a
party or festival in the Netherlands, you can see
the success of the feather look very clearly.

What are the most important trends in the
world of ‘kinky fashion’ right now?
Danny: Underwear has become outerwear.
BDSM accessories have become sexy items,
even if you are not into playing. Wearing wrist
cuffs or an O-ring collar is hot. You look
naughty, sensual, kinky. So, the big trend is
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Danny: Good question. It’s Diva Time! has two
labels. Happy Diva for the lubes and toys, Kinky
Diva for BDSM items, lingerie, and feathers. I
think both labels represent the modern woman,
her individual needs, and the absolute joy of her
female empowerment. All products have a fashionable modern touch. And they are commercial
and affordable.

Why did you decide to put the B2B distribution
of your two new collections into SCAL
A’s hands?
Danny: I’ve known the company SCALA for
so many years, SCALA to me is nostalgia. But
more importantly, SCALA believed in my first
label Happy Diva and added it to their range,
and we talk about the most difficult time in
business here, the Covid period. That was when
I started with Happy Diva. It was the logical step
to approach them for the Kinky Diva label.

What do you like best about working with
SCALA?
Danny: I like the modern image of the company.
Fresh and trendy with a female touch. Walter
and Trudy are nice people to work with. To me,
personal contact is very important. You must
have a good feeling about the people you
work with.
the ‘darkness’ of these items is fading away.
Obviously. Many artists wear them and they
inspire the masses.

What will happen next with It’s Diva Time? What
are your ideas, plans, and goals for the future?

Your portfolio includes BDSM accessories and
fashion, but also sex toys and lubes. How difficult
is it to make sure that all products reflect th brand
values of It’s Diva Time? Or, put differently: When
is a product truly a It’s Diva Time product?

Danny: To continue with this incredible positive
energy I experience every day. Business is going
really well. Sometimes it’s hard to believe. I have
so much inspiration. All collections are received
so well. I will continue to expand them and make
them better every time.
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Kix’ies matches the current zeitgeist when

it comes to sustainability and body positivity

N e w f r o m S HOT S : K i x ‘ i e s
lockdown was Altitude in Las Vegas;
that’s we’re we first met and sealed
the deal.

Ard van den Brandhof, Purchasing
Director SHOTS

What did you like about the brand?
What does it have that other lingerie
brands lack?
Ard: First of all, the high quality we’ve
already mentioned. But next to this,
they stand for sustainability. This
matches our vision to serve the market
with more sustainable products. All the
stockings are re-usable. And last but
not least, Kix’ies stand for body positivity. They have their own size charge so
every thigh high fits perfectly, and
better yet: There’s a Kix’ies for
every body type!

The brand is still relatively unknown in
Europe. Did that impact your decision
one way or the other?
Ard van den Brandhof,
Purchasing Director at
SHOTS, has big news:
SHOTS has added lingerie brand Kix’ies to their
range. In our interview,
Ard explains why this
brand has the potential
to become a top-seller
in Europe and why Kix’ies
fits in perfectly with the
SHOTS philosophy.

When, where, and how did you hear
about the Kix’ies brand?
Ard van den Brandhof: We wanted
to expand our assortment with new
high-quality thigh highs and that’s when
we got in touch with Kix’ies, because they
deliver the quality that we look for. We
started talking and we felt that we were a
great match for each other. But because
of Covid, we couldn’t physically meet.
The first international trade show after the
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Ard: Well, the opposite is actually the
case. We noticed a great demand for
Kixi’ies in our industry. That made the
decision for an exclusive partnership
even easier.

Could you give us some information
about the Kix’ies product range?
Ard: It is a wide range of high-quality
thigh-highs that fit every size and shape!
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You already have your own lingerie brands
and you carry third-party brands in the lingerie segment as well. How does Kix’ies
fit into your overall range?
Ard: At SHOTS, we want to provide our
customers with the best quality for the
best price. That’s what Kix’ies does.
Apart from that, SHOTS stays on top of
everything that’s hot and happening in our
industry but also in the mainstream market. Kix’ies matches the current zeitgeist
when it comes to sustainability and body
positivity.

What are your main priorities when you
look for new brands in the lingerie sector?
Ard: Supply and demand. Our customers
determine our assortment. Also, Kix’ies
has a distinctive identity that fits the
identity of SHOTS. When we start a new
partnership, we always look for a longterm relationship and not just a quick
fling for distribution.
And what makes these products so
compelling?
Ard: The range is broad and the fact that you
do not just wear them once. You can re-use
these stockings over and over.

SHOTS has secured the distribution rights for
Kix’ies in Europe. How did this come about and
what does your agreement look like? Do you
carry the entire range? Do you have exclusive
distribution rights? Which markets will
you serve?
Ard: We are going full assortment on the
thigh highs and will serve the whole
European market!
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What potential do you see for Kix’ies in
the European market?
Ard: Great potential! The philosophy and
vision of Kix’ies fit the modern European
sentiment, so they will do great in
this market.

Can your retail customers count on support in the form of promotional measures
and materials?
Ard: We will provide our customers with
all the necessary marketing materials to
get their Kix’ies sales going!
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We are a demand-driven company: Brands and

retailers talk, we listen and see if and how we can help

G isel e I n te r n a ti o n a l e x p a n d th e i r r a n ge o f services

Lisa Sananes, Business
Development & Account
Manager at Gisele International

To meet the needs of their clients, Gisele International now cooperate with specialists from the fields of new
product development, art direction & graphic design, and warehousing solutions. This expansion of the
company’s services was a necessary step, as Lisa Sananes, Business Development & Account Manager,
explains. In our interview, she tells us how this step benefits the clients of Gisele International.
138
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It‘s been a little over two years since you
founded Gisele International, and you quickly
built up a stellar reputation. How did you
manage that?
Lisa Sananes: Gisele is an outsourced B2B
sales team at the service of boutique sexual
wellness brands. Building trust when offering consultancy services is essential, and
hopefully, the good reputation you are talking
about stems from the dedication we put in
acting as the natural extension of our clients‘
own teams, resulting in our involvement in
key strategic projects that are directly or indirectly connected to their B2B development.

The sex toy market has changed a lot in the
last few years, and so have the challenges
facing the companies in this market. Would
you say that you started your company at
just the right time?
Lisa: This was my next point. We can’t ignore
the fact that our market has dramatically
changed in the past few years, bringing new
risks and opportunities to the table. Some of
our brands are start-ups looking to establish
their position in this market, and they are facing
fierce competition, a very challenging global
climate, and ongoing logistics problems due
to higher costs and delays. Using an external
sales team for their B2B activities allows them
to have access to a senior sales team with an
established and growing network - a collaboration at a tailored cost point and for any time
period they want. We do feel like this model fits
better into the growth plan of certain brands.

How would you describe the strengths of
Gisele International?
Lisa: I would say transparency first. Honest
and open communication is at the heart of
our relationship with our clients. This means: managing expectations, informing them
about risks and market threats, advising
them on possible solutions, and obviously
providing real-time updates. By doing so,
everyone can openly discuss all options and
make informed decisions.
Also, we are lucky to have a very versatile
team with skills and character whose
members complement each other very well.
I am super optimistic by nature and
sometimes idealistic, and having my two
business partners balancing this out enabled
us to grow with a ‚slowly but surely‘ mindset.
And lastly, we are in it with our hearts, and
we work with people we trust and brands
that we believe in.

Your clients include Überlube, Lora DiCarlo,
Love Not War, and (most recently) Biird. Can
you briefly outline how and in which areas
you are active for these brands?
Lisa:: With pleasure. For all these brands,
we act as their B2B sales and marketing
team. Our objective is to grow a distribution
network that fits the brand’s global expansion
strategy but also their philosophy. We build
a close relationship with the wholesalers and
retailers so that together with the brand, we
all work towards the same goal and create a
symbiosis between them and the brand.
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Gisele International’s new partners:
Mapi Sahori (Aguacate y Mango / Art
Direction & Graphic Design), Coyote
Amrich ( A Million Ways LLC / New
Business Development), and Shaye
(Steme / Warehousing Solutions)

The approach differs depending on many
factors: the territory we are in charge of, the
brand’s maturity, the brand’s omni-channel
presence and strategy, their growth capabilities. The strategy and the operational plan
are tailored to each brand considering all of
the above factors.

Now, you also want to offer support regarding New Product Development, Art Direction
& Graphic Design and Warehousing Solutions. Why this step? What is your motivation
for expanding your services?
Lisa: We know it sounds like a lot but let me
clarify this move here. We founded Gisele
in 2020. Since then, we’ve partnered with 7
brands, and we talked with many more. Over
time, we started identifying common needs
that seem to be inadequately addressed.
While our core offering remains B2B sales
and marketing, we felt that adding these
services could benefit our current (or future!)
clients. For them, contracting these new
services through Gisele is the guarantee of
high-standard delivery while keeping things
simple with one single consultancy agency.
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For this expansion of your services, you rely
on collaborations with experts. Which partners are you working with and what exactly
do they offer?
Lisa: We are lucky to be surrounded by
talented people with years of expertise and
it simply felt natural to create some synergy
together. Art Direction & Graphic Design was
already a service offered to our clients, especially to those who do not have sufficient internal resources. We are lucky to partner with
Mapi Sahori, founder of Aguacate y Mango,
who instantly catches the essence of a brand
and produces assets that speak directly to
the target audience. She is also a trade-marketing specialist, which is key for us when we
work with our retailers on in-store or online
campaigns. Earlier this year, industry expert
Coyote Amrich started her consulting agency
A Million Ways LLC, which offers new product development services. She helps brands
optimize their product launches taking into
account their existing portfolio, positioning,
market trends, and retail good practices.
With over 15 years‘ of experience as head
of purchasing and product development for
Good Vibrations and Babeland in the US,
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The team of Gisele
International: Lisa Sananes,
Zai Bertel, Julie Bonnet

Coyote understands better than anyone what
makes a good product (launch) successful.
The partnership with Shaye at Steme was
also very natural; we’ve known each other for
a few years now, and he’s been partnering
with several brands from our industry,
providing an omnichannel warehousing
solution in North America. This answers
a real need for brands because many are
looking for a flexible, human-sized warehouse
solution that will accompany and support
them as they grow.

How did you go about picking these
partners?
Lisa: It’s important to do business with
people you get along with, you respect, and
above all, you trust. We’ve known Coyote,
142
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Shaye, and Mapi for years, we share the
same professional ethics, we value their
opinion and expertise. We also have the
same vision, which is to empower sexual
wellness brands on their journey, so we feel
equally motivated to join forces and work
towards the same objective.

Do you plan to expand your range of services
even more in the future? Which additions
would make sense here?
Lisa: We are a demand-driven company:
Brands and retailers talk, we listen and see
if and how we can help. We’ve already
identified some areas that could serve the
interests of both, brands and retailers, but
for the moment we are still in the early
investigation phase.
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We sell more products in more

countries to more people every year
Bat h m a te s e t to l a u n c h f o u r n e w p r o ducts a t ero Fa me

Tim Brown, Bathmate’s Brand Manager

While Bathmate is known best for
penis pumps, the brand has started
including other products in their range
a while back, thus creating a second,
very successful pillar outside of the
penis pump segment. Case in point:
Bathmate will present four interesting
new products at this year’s eroFame.
Tim Brown tells us what visitors can
look forward to at the Bathmate stand.

Are you happy that eroFame is back
after the two-year break?
Tim Brown: We are really happy and
excited to be back, it will be great to
see everyone again

Four new Bathmate products will debut
at eroFame. What can you tell us about
them? Which product categories do
they cover?
Tim: We are launching two new cock
and ball rings, with and without vibration, which are called Maximus 45
and 55 and are made from super-soft
silicone. We are also launching our first
male masturbator called the Hand Vibe
as well as a glans stimulator. All the new
products are powered by our bestselling
Vibe bullet.

What are the unique selling points of the
individual products?
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Tim: The Maximus cock and ball rings have
a unique hexagonal weave in the silicone
and have been designed so they have just
the right amount of stretch to make them
comfortable, but tight fitting. The Hand Vibe
has a Vibe bullet positioned at the top of the
masturbation sleeve. We found this to be
the optimal position to provide the user with
the most sensory pleasure. The bullets are
IPX7 rated waterproof and have 10 different
vibration patterns, so they really do take
masturbation to the next level. The Vibe Edge
is a new twist on edging, again using our
Vibe bullet to provide the user with waves of
pleasure, taking self-control to the limit.

The Bathmate masturbator:
The Hand Vibe

Which target groups are these new products
tailored to?
Tim: All the new products are aimed at our
usual target audience, however the Vibe
bullets can be used in the singular, opening
the products up to both male, female and
transgender customers

How long did it take to develop these latest
additions to your range? What are your
standards for new products? What boxes do
they have to tick to get the Bathmate seal of
approval?
Tim: We always have products under
development, the road to bringing the right
products to market can be a long one. We
have a philosophy that we want the products
to be well-designed, easy to use, aesthetical-

ly pleasing, have the right retail price point,
and made to last.

What can you tell us about the pricing of the
four new products? And when will they start
shipping?
Tim: Retail prices are as follows: Hand
Vibe 34.99 €, Vibe Edge 34.99 €, Maximus
Vibe 45 mm 34.99 €, Maximus Vibe 55 mm
34.99 €, Maximus Non Vibe 45 mm 12.99 €,
Maximus Non Vibe 55 mm 12.99 €. They are
available to ship on the 1st of October.
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New from Bathmate:
glans stimulator Vibe Edge

Maximus 45 and 55 are
also available with a bullet

Will you support your distributors and retailers with POS materials, product training,
etc. at launch?
Tim: Absolutely, we have full POS available,
and for anyone wishing to be trained please
email tim@bathmatedirect.com or
kerri@bathmatedirect.com

While Bathmate’s main focus has been on
penis pumps for a long time, you have also
steadily expanded your product line with
new categories. What does the brand
stand for today?
Tim: I think we are still best known for penis
pumps, but because everything we manufacture is high quality at a great price, more of
our additional products are selling better than
ever, in more places than ever before. That’s
a trend we intend to continue
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Would you say that expanding beyond your
original segment - i.e. penis pumps - has
created many new customers? How
important was this step for Bathmate?
Tim: Yes, definitely, and we had to
move on from just penis pumps and
penis pump accessories. The reason for
this is that there are only so many products
you can bring to market based around
the penis. We are still developing new
products in this area of course, but
designing and manufacturing products in
other areas of the adult industry is also
very important for the business to carry on
growing Bathmate‘s global sales continue
to grow, we sell more products in more
countries to more people every year, and
for the first time, one of top 10 products
isn’t a penis pump, or an exclusively male
product, which is great news for us and
our customers.
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Most good products develop from a need
üb e r l u be tu r n s 1 2
Together with überlube Brand Director
Cheryl Sloane, EAN take a look at the
history of the lubricant that has earned
a place in the annals of the sexual
wellness industry, not just because of
the now-legendary glass bottle but also
because of the quality of the ingredients
and its distinctive lubricating properties.

Congratulations on your anniversary!
12 years of überlube! Are you going to
celebrate in style?
Cheryl Sloane: We’ve definitely been celebrating. Mostly we celebrate our retailers
who have helped make this happen.

Let‘s go back to the beginnings of your
brand: What was your inspiration to start
überlube 12 years ago?
Cheryl: Stephen Magnusen, our founder,
had a goal to create a lightweight lubricant
with long-lasting performance—one that
doesn’t leave a sticky residue after the job
is done. After hundreds of formula iterations
and extensive market testing, he launched
our product, with its pure, simple ingredients packaged in the überlube trademark
clear glass bottle.

Did you take a close look at the lube market
before starting your brand? What did you
notice? What was missing from the market?
What did you want to improve?
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Cheryl: Absolutely. Most good products develop
from a need. The market, at that time, had few
silicone lubricants and no lubes in glass bottles.
There was a lack of premium silicone lubricant
options. The market needed some attention to
performance, look and feel as well as a focus on
clean ingredients that support the intimate pH.
Women were beginning to make purchasing
choices more frequently with regards to sexual
wellness products and the entire adult industry
was experiencing a growth in upscale design and
product development. As far as doing better, well
that’s the fun part. We continually strive to learn
more and do better.

What did the lube market look like 12 years ago?
What are the biggest differences between today‘s
market and the market back then?

Cheryl: Twelve years ago, the market was
very concentrated, and the offering was really
limited, i.e. most of the lubricants were water-based, and manufactured by only very few
companies. Nowadays, not only the consumer
has a choice in the formula (water-based, silicone-based, oil-based, hybrid) offer has expanded as well, with new brands adapting to latest
trends (organic, vegan, CBD, with flavours...).
This is where education becomes essential for
the consumers to find the product that answers
their specific personal needs. The market today
is also impacted by more stringent regulatory
requirements on the back of the new MDR.
Being already subject to very strict rules by the
FDA here in the USA this new regulation has a
limited impact for us, but it still represents
an administrative burden for small and
medium companies.
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When you look back at the past 12 years,
what are your fondest memories, and which
milestones were particularly important for the
progress, growth, and success of your brand?
Cheryl: Recognizing the need for more
open conversation around sexual health and
wellness has kept our focus on training and
education. This is the hallmark of our growth.
As much as we love our glass bottle, creating
our Good-to-Go travel size was an important
milestone for us. Keeping a very close link
with all our retailers and gathering customer’s
feedback regularly led us to discover that
überlube users wanted to be able to carry their
bottle everywhere with them. It was key for us
to keep überlube’s premium look. This is how
the Good-To Go was born: we responded to
the customer’s needs and were able to expand
the brand while maintaining the integrity of our
glass packaging.

How long did you work on the formulation of
your lubricant and what is so special about it or put differently, what can überlube do that
other lubes can‘t?
Cheryl: Überlube is the result of hundreds
of formula iterations and extensive market testing which resulted in a smooth
and silky, lightweight, long-lasting
body safe formula. We cannot
speak for other lubricants, but our
happy customers are the best
proof of our product’s value. Ultimately, when you use überlube
you are using a product that’s
all about helping you feel and
be your best. That’s why we
say ‚feeling is everything,‘
and why we expect you’ll
agree after trying our
product.
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You pride yourselves on the high quality of your
product. Is quality still the number one criterion for
people when they buy a lubricant? Or have other
factors - price, sustainability, etc. - become more
important?
Cheryl: We believe quality is a decisive factor.
Consumers demand more and more transparency on the ingredients in their day-to-day products
and when it comes to intimate ones it is even
more important. But as you state, other factors
come into the equation. Pricing, especially in
this inflationist period, is important, but it all goes
down to what is the value for money. We see that
consumers are willing to pay a few extra dollars
to get a substantially greater product. As for the
sustainability factor, we feel it has become a must
and we are happy to see this turn that we ourselves took right from the beginning when choosing
glass over plastic, or when avoiding unnecessary
waste (e.g. outer packaging).

Was it always your intention that your
product should be versatile and not limited
to sexual pleasure?
Cheryl: Versatility is an added bonus to überlube.
The intended use is for sexual pleasure. Throughout our 12 years we have heard from customers
and retailers with alternative uses; they are so
many and so varied, we are learning new ones
almost every day. From taming frizz and conditioning ends, to achieving a smooth, healthy sheen,
überlube can be used as a multi-purpose styling
solution. Athletes also use it to get a long-lasting,
high-performance chafe protection. It’s always
good to hear from our fans but we try to focus on
the original intention.

It is remarkable that you have remained true to
your one-product philosophy to this day.
Why this strategy?
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Cheryl: We have been fortunate to continue to
grow in our key markets and to consistently introduce überlube into new ones. Our growth strategy
relies on education and information. We may add
another product one day but, for right now, we will
continue to do one thing to the best of our ability.

Today, überlube is a global, well-known, and
beloved brand. What were the core values of the
brand in the early days, and how have they evolved over time? As we all know, markets change,
trends come and go …
Cheryl: Our initial purpose and values have not
really changed too much. We continue to support
our retailers with lots of sampling and education.
We value quality above everything and our team
in Skokie, Illinois, USA, is working every day to
ensure the best consumer experience.

Providing education and information is very
important to you as well. How are you positioned
here and how is this commitment reflected in
your activities?
Cheryl: As mentioned, education
and information are at

the core of our strategy. In practice that translates
into education, training, and informative materials
for all retailers, whether they are in the US or in
the EU. Our partnership with Gisele gives us a
field team in the EU available for store training
and willing to retrain for new employees. We have
supplemented in person training with video and
virtual ones for stores that are more difficult to
visit in person or that have a high staff turnover.
Our overall marketing plan focuses on education
through the Gisele Group, medical providers,
and industry partners.

What role do the retailers and distributors play in
your success story?
Cheryl: Our retailers are obviously our best
advocates. The relationship, the communication,
and the education that is behind our strategy
enable our retailers to spread our core values in a
way that speaks to their own audience.

What are your plans for the future, and how will
you continue to put your stamp on the market?
Cheryl: Our path seems to be working for us
right now. We plan on continuing with our focus
on education and training. We are always looking
into new markets and count on partners on the ground to tell our story and
expand brand awareness.
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We had always dreamed

of winning these big awards
Bii r d w i n s th i r d m a i n s tr e a m a w a r d this yea r
Congratulations on winning the European
Product Design Award. How happy are
you about this accolade?
Andrea Rey: Thank you! It always feels
special to get mainstream recognition in
our line of work. This award is our third
mainstream award this year, and we
couldn’t be happier.

Could you give us some information
about the European Product Design
Awards? Above all, what is the significance of these awards?
Andrea: The European Product Design
Awards (ePDa) were created to recognize the efforts of talented international
product designers who aim to improve
people’s lives with their creations. Improving people’s lives is a mission both
ePDa and Biird share so winning this
award shows we’re on the right path.

Andrea Rey,
co-founder of Biird

Not only has Biird’s latest, Namii, quickly won over the consumers
but it also made an impression on the jurors of the European Product
Design Awards, who acknowledged the extraordinary qualities of the
toy - which features both, suction and vibration technology - with
an award. The significance of mainstream awards and the growing
acceptance of sex toys within society are the main topics of our EAN
interview with Andrea Rey, the co-founder of Biird.
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Your latest product, Namii, won the
award. How did Namii win over the jury?
Andrea: The judges evaluate entries
based on a variety of criteria like innovation, aesthetics, functionality, and
ergonomics. These are all aspects we
focus on a lot during the design process
of any of our products. We want people
to look at our products and be surprised and intrigued at first. Sparking their
interest to then get them to explore their
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sexuality with our products. For us, Namii
is this perfect balance between aesthetics,
ergonomics, and functionality and we believe
the jury saw the same. We’ve crafted a product that not only looks striking but also feels
great to hold and, just as importantly, feels
amazing in use.

Namii is Biird’s latest
product and proud
winner of an European
Product Design Award

This is the third ‚mainstream award‘ for you
this year, after winning an IF Design Award
and an A‘ Design Award. How important are
these awards for a relatively young company
such as yours?
Andrea: We had always dreamed of winning
these big awards. It started with seeing the
award logos on the packaging of products
we bought. Also, many in our team had worked for companies who went on to win these
awards and, when we founded Biird, one
of the goals we’ve set ourselves was to
take home some major awards. But we
never thought it would go this fast. And yes,
winning these in our 1st and 2nd year of
operation is very satisfying. It gives our team
a boost of confidence, knowing that we’re on
the right path and getting this international
recognition from all of these different
jury panels.

For years, sex toys were ignored in the mainstream, never getting any recognition at the
relevant award events. You are living proof
that this has changed in recent times. Is
that a sign that sex toys are more and more
widely accepted?

Andrea: Absolutely! The overall sentiment towards sex toys has changed a lot in the last 5
years. It would have been impossible to even
join a mainstream competition a few years
ago, and now, some awards even have
dedicated categories for them. It goes to
show that these awards have a good sense
of what moves in mainstream culture. And
mainstream culture has started to really
embrace sexual health and pleasure as a
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part of a healthy lifestyle. We can only a
pplaud this and hope that we’ve been able
to help this transition, even if just a little bit,
with the products and messaging we send
into the world.

How do you use the awards you win to further
your brand - for example with respect to communication and public relations?
Andrea: Winning these awards surely gives us
extra visibility. We’re having this interview now,
so it works, haha. We obviously send out industry press releases, but we also make sure our
customers know they own an award-winning
product, so we send out newsletters to our existing customers as well as potential customers.
We’ll make sure our awards are visible on our
website and we update our packaging with the
award logos. Interestingly though, some awards
offer PR pushes for most of their categories
except for the pleasure product category. We’ll
still need a few more years before we can also
get PR pushes from them probably.

Three ‚mainstream awards‘ in 2022... how do
you plan to build on these successes in the
coming months?
Andrea: We’re working on quite a few new
products to expand our range, so these awards
really push us to constantly improve. Innovation,
aesthetics, functionality, ergonomics ... these
are not just checkboxes we need to tick off on
a piece of paper. They are concepts we explore
every day, adjusting our draft designs until we
have a product we can be proud of and our
customers can enjoy to the fullest. And who
knows, maybe they’ll also receive an award
one day.
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11102
Couples
Stimulator Ring
RRP: €44,99
11103
Couples
Vibrator Ring
RRP: €49,99

11101
Couples Foreplay
Enhancer
RRP: €54,99

11105
Celestial Love
RRP: €74,99

Couples Toys

11104
Eternal Love
RRP: €79,99

11106
Divine Love
RRP: €64,99
11108
Infinite Love
RRP: €49,99
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11112
The Personal Wand
RRP: €69,99
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11113
The Curved Wand
RRP: €89,99

11111
The Traveller Wand
RRP: €37,99

11122
Attachments Personal Wand
RRP: €24,99
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Messaging, innovation, and mission these are
essential to the modern-day customer

Mus e u m o f S e x h e a d bu y e r K i t R i c h a rdso n ex p la ins th e essentia ls o f genuine bra nd sto ries
What’s in a (brand) name? Literally
everything these days. Quality is no
longer enough to win the sales game,
at least not in the last handful of
years. Consumers care just as much
about product quality as manufacturing ethics, inclusive marketing, and
perhaps most important of all, why
a company is genuinely concerned
about their pleasure. As we’ve learned
in this EAN exclusive interview from
Kit Richardson, lead buyer for the
sex toy shop within the NYC Museum
of Sex, that concern better be damn
honest, too. Customers are keen to
sniff out dishonest businesses, and
they’re more likely to spend their
money on a product when a company
can prove that your purchasing power
isn’t all they’re after. So how does
a sex toy creation house go about
winning consumers? By choosing a
business venture that’s borne of one’s
heart and soul, and then connecting
with your consumers by showing them
how they fit into your story. Without
real passion for your products, the
problems they solve, and the pleasure they provide, you may never
attain the greatness that Richardson
says some of her favorite brands, like
Sportsheets, Unbound, and Dame
Products, have achieved. A huge
fan of dang good branding herself,
Richardson let loose in her first solo
interview with EAN on what it really
takes to become the next big thing
in the sex toy space.

Kit Richardson, lead
buyer for the sex toy
shop within the NYC
Museum of Sex
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Brand stories are seemingly THE thing these
days, whether for adult or mainstream products.
And by brand stories, I mean the whole picture of
marketing, advertising, and packaging a product;
basically the entirety of how a product is presented and sold to the consumer. Can you pinpoint
the moment in time when brand stories became
essential to the sex toy industry?
Kit Richardson: Brand stories weren’t a thing
until recently with the emergence of new companies that felt the need to disrupt the industry and
change the way the world thought about pleasure
and who was deserving of pleasure. Mostly sex
was seen as an underground, taboo topic that
stayed in the bedroom and most certainly not
communicated in one’s daily conversations or
routines. The first time I encountered a powerful
brand story was with Dame Products when they
released the Eva [external, wearable couples’
vibrator] in 2014 after a successful fundraising
campaign on Indiegogo. They are a company
founded by Alexandra Fine, who has a Masters

in Psychology, and Janet Liberman, who is an
MIT engineer, after they saw a gap in the market
and in pleasure for vulva owners who have sex
with penis owners. There’s a reason it was the
most crowdfunded sex toy in history; it had a
brand story that resonated with an under-served
(in many different ways) population. There was a
powerful mission behind Dame and a unique design for their product that drew customers in. Essentially, when the industry actually started caring
about vulva pleasure and sex became a topic of
everyday conversation, that is when brand stories
began to develop into what we have today.

What do consumers want to see within and learn
from a brand story? What are some current
‘turn-ons’ for consumers that you’ve spotted
in sex toy brand stories?
Kit Richardson: Customers want to know how a
product will enhance their lives and want to connect with a product and company on a deeper
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emotional level; therefore, they want brands that
are invested in social impact and real pleasure,
not just business. Whether it is eco-friendly,
donating to foundations with similar interests, or a
business owned by anyone other than a straight
white male, customers want to see their passions
and political beliefs reflected in all aspects of their
lives including their pleasure. Pleasure and politics
have always been intertwined, from Lysistrata to
Sesta/Fosta. People want to get off, they always
have, but now they want to get off with a product
and company that has a different type of appeal.
Color variety is fun, but purchasing a product that
comes from a company with a mission similar
to one’s own views and knowing that you are
supporting a company that cares about YOUR
pleasure, now that is sexy.

Which sex toy companies are really using their
brand story to a huge advantage? Are there any
companies that you find are really nailing
it when it comes to brand presentation?
Kit Richardson: Dame, Maude, Crave, Goop,
Lora DiCarlo, We Vibe, Sportsheets, Wicked lube
and Unbound. These companies are creating
166
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lifestyles that include pleasure, some are donating to important causes, and others are being
inclusive in their packaging and product design,
which ultimately has a social impact and mission
that customers can get behind...or in front of or
underneath or on top of. Some have also managed to perfect cross-marketing and enter into
realms of distribution and retail that many other
companies have not been able to do reaching all
new audiences. Currently, I am very into some
smaller independent brands these days and the
stories they are creating around their products.
Most recently I’ve been religiously following Toy
Projects, Maude, and Unbound. Notably, Toy
Projects is a UK-based sexual wellness brand
that creates a brand story around intimate
culture by encouraging conversations around intimacy through limited edition sexy t-shirt drops
and a small but mighty pleasure product line,
which consists of 3 vibes, a scented candle, and
a massage candle. Their marketing and product
design rival that of some bigger companies. Unbound and Maude are KILLING it right now and
the most bizarre thing is, sex stores don’t carry
these brands. Unbound is solely e-commerce
with the occasional pop-up shop and Maude
is both e-commerce and in department stores.
Unbound has a brand story that resonates with
Millennials and Gen Z when it comes to inclusion
in advertising and product design. Maude
penetrates the sexual wellness industry through
lifestyle awareness, pop-ups at hotels, cinema
showings of independent films, and having a
celeb be part of the company. These are unique
ways in which other sex toy companies can’t
compete or perhaps don’t want to. There is a lot
of gatekeeping in the industry; an industry meant
to break barriers which is counter-productive.
Hostility towards companies that have gone
mainstream is pungent, but that’s what we’ve
been fighting for: inclusivity and mainstreaming.
Having sex be a normal part of conversation.
Those companies that are normalizing sex by
being in Urban Outfitters, in Walmart, and in
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Selfridge’s are often the brunt of much criticism
in the industry, but they are reaching new
audiences, audiences that will eventually walk
into our brick and mortars. Special shout out to
Sportsheets, who has diversified their packaging and those who represent their company! As
a big booty babe, seeing BDSM products with
people who have bodies like me and product
that works with my body is life-changing and
thrilling. These brands are saying “the body you
have, give it pleasure. You deserve pleasure!”
and that resonates with customers. Messaging,
innovation, and mission these are essential to
the modern-day customer.

By contrast, are there any companies that
AREN’T using brand stories these days and still
succeeding? Can you name any companies
that have totally gone against the grain in this
branding trend and have succeeded on a product alone, without much added to it via imagery
or story telling?
168
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Kit Richardson: There are certainly a few brands
that exist with minimal brand story and sell merely
to profit. The more sex becomes accepted and
mainstream, the more these brands will cease to
exist in the pleasure and sexual wellness realm.
They’ll most likely be nothing more than novelty
in the future. These are companies that mass
produce products without thorough research into
demographics and who have very little concern
for innovation, but instead are simply jumping
onto what is popular at the moment and creating
something that already exists but in a new color
with an extra vibe setting. These companies
do not care about brand stories or creating a
connection with the consumer. They care about
profit. I don’t think I need to call out these brands.
You can merely walk into any sex store or trade
show and identify them yourself from their boxes
to the materials in their products. A big key indicator would be the ingredients/materials they use
and how they label their products, especially their
color waves and who they have on their boxes.

What do YOUR customers want to see when
they buy a sex toy from the Museum of Sex boutique? What really draws customers in, especially
from a brick-and-mortar standpoint, as they
open your doors and start looking around for a
toy? Can brand stories help manufacturers grab
consumers at this level, too?
Kit Richardson: The Museum of Sex itself is a
brand story. We market on the subways, have
titillating windows on 5th avenue, and host singles
events and workshops in our bar. From the moment you hear about the Museum to the moment
you leave the business, you have experienced a
unique brand story that we hope has provided a
new way to see and experience sex. You buy a
ticket to the museum, you win MOSEX branded
prizes in Superfunland, you can then buy a custom MOSEX cocktail, and then end your visit with
a MOSEX vibrator from the store. In the Museum,
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who have been accused of sexual misconduct,
or companies who employ individuals that have
proved to be racist, sexist, or xenophobic. And I
have not lost a single penny in profit. In fact, the
average spend in my store has increased. We, as
an industry, do not need to carry these brands,
we can succeed without them. I would be doing
a disservice to my customers if I offered brands
that were harmful to one’s body or society.

If you could build a sex toy brand from scratch,
what you bring to your brand story to communicate with your consumers? What are the
essentials of building a successful brand story
that actually backs up a quality product?
we create stories throughout the galleries but also
in the store. Companies and products are placed
in ways that help the consumer imagine their life
with these products and what the possibilities
could be. Something as simple as placing the
Fun Factory Blow and Glow kit with oral sex dice
and flavored lube creates a story that will not only
pull in the customer, but will have them buying all
items to create that full experience. People come
to us because we are a name, a staple in NYC,
and our customers trust us to not only provide
them a great time and a safe environment for
exploring their desires, but to provide them with
the best product options to then go home and
experience pleasure. You don’t just leave the
Museum when you exit the doors, the Museum
comes home with you in more ways than one. I
have both a duty to the Museum and to the patron to offer the best. Because of this we do not
carry battery operated products and we do not
carry products that are made from harmful materials, whether it be a lube with shady ingredients
or a pleasure product with ingredients that could
irritate. On a much deeper level, I offer products
with brand missions that we can stand behind
and support. We do not carry brands who, in
their operations, exploit workers, have owners
170
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Kit Richardson: I did actually build a sex toy
brand or began to at least, and then unfortunately
it was stolen from me (it’s what happens when
you talk to people from big companies who care
about profit and not people), but the brand is
kicking ass, so it’s a personal win for me knowing
that what I wanted to create was right on par
with what consumers were looking for. If I could
build a sex toy brand again and go through with
it completely, the brand story would mimic that of
my own missions coupled with customer needs
and desires. Firstly, if I couldn’t hire individuals and
pay them a decent salary and include important
benefits, I wouldn’t pursue the endeavor. I cannot
create a sex toy brand that is all about inclusion
when I can’t back that up on the back-end of
the company. Secondly, ensuring the team of the
company believe in the mission. You cannot have
people work for you who do not support you or
goals. Thirdly, there would be thorough research
into the needs of pleasure and into markets that
are underrepresented. From there I would ensure
the development of a brand that appealed to
customers in a variety of ways, including packaging and design to educational and community
resources and support to ensure their investment
into the product and experience was an invest-
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sive operations usually is an attempt to cover
one’s ass and bs. Shakespeare said it best: “the
lady doth protest too much, me thinks.”

Lastly, how can retailers and manufacturers better
collaborate to sell quality products with no-BS
brand stories these days? How can we all work
together to give the consumer a better product
experience using more honest (but still attractive
and eye-catching) marketing?

ment into a company that was actively participating in positive social impact and change.

Again, by contrast, what brand story content
should be avoided? What kind of BS can consumers see through? And similarly, are we in an
era of constant brand story BS that tries to sell
crap products under the guise of shared values
and good intentions?
Kit Richardson: A good lesson I learned while
working with the UN in their peacekeeping
department that rings true in this industry is
‘good intentions are not enough.’ Companies
that masquerade as female-owned but are not,
or say they are an ally to the lgbtqa+ community
only to discriminate their queer employees, or
companies that boast of inclusivity and will post
a black square on their social media for BLM
[Black Lives Matter] but pay their People of Color
employees less, even companies that claim to be
progressive but those in charge of the companies
are misogynists accused of sexual harassment,
won’t last as the conscious consumer evolves.
Excessive boastfulness of ally-ship and progres172
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Kit Richardson: We have the power to present
to our clientele the best products and it starts with
buyers. We have to be strategic with what we are
bringing into our stores and who we are doing
business with and the profit will follow. There was
an article recently about how single heterosexual
men are having a terrible time dating right now
and are the loneliest they’ve been in generations
due to the increase of standards from hetero
women. The article suggests men go to therapy
and address some important issues. Take these
companies to therapy (hand clap emoji). We set
standards and companies will have no option but
to meet those standards. The best part is companies want to be in our stores and work with us.
They’ll create custom POS, come to do trainings
and run SPIFFS to incentivize staff, and advertise
on social media where to find their product. The
resources are there and once we make the transition to feature companies that have that brand
story that appeals to our customers, we create a
stronger connection with our customers, increase
sales, and feel good about it.

This interview is
contributed by Colleen
Godin, EAN U.S.
Correspondent
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De-prioritize penetration

and instead prioritize pleasure
C aitl i n R o y a l r e l e a s e s n e w Pe l l e F l e x design a nd p o nders th e big p o tentia l f o r gentler sex to ys

Though the average retail selection would have the entire pleasure
industry assuming otherwise, bigger, faster, longer, and deeper aren’t
universally appealing. More consumers and small-scale manufacturers
are coming out of the woodwork to protest the lack of sex toys with
a softer touch. Can the industry finally ditch the idea that everybody
adores dildos? Caitlin Royal, founder of FeelPelle.com, thinks it’s time
we stopped focusing on penetration as the shining star of sex. The
niche of pleasure products just for grinding is finally starting to gain
momentum. Started by small makers like Royal, many of whom began
selling on homemade goods platform Etsy.com, the shift has become
more apparent now that several larger sex toy brands – like Rocks-Off
and CalExotics – are joining the grinding revolution.Royal debuted the
Pelle brand with Pelle Whim, a double-sided, palm-sized toy made of
pillow-soft silicone and featuring gentle bumps and curves that flow
smoothly over the entire vulva. The Whim is recently joined by Pelle
Flex, a new design in the same vein of softness made for grinding or
holding in the hand. Pelle Flex is slightly more ridged and topographical than the Whim with a thinner design that better translates vibrations
or body heat. While the Flex itself doesn’t vibrate, Royal intended it to
be paired with a vibrator or a suction cup to add to its possibilities as a
couples toy. Though small, at least for now, Royal’s company exists not
only to fill a bare niche, but to protest the idea that all women just need
a thick, long dildo to fulfill their desires. As Royal tells EAN, it’s about
time the industry gave grinding toys a chance.
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So Caitlin, tell us about your latest
product release for your company and
brand, Pelle. What’s new and evolved
about your latest design, the Pelle Flex?
Caitlin Royal: The Flex is a design that
incorporates Pelle’s same signature silicone, very squishy and soft to the touch,
but with a flat back that can be used at
the base of suction cup or flat-bottom
toys. As well as the Whim set, the design
for Flex is intended to feel like a gentle
caress for the user. Unique to Flex is its
ability to pair well with other toys. It’s
a thinner toy overall compared to the
Whim pieces, which make it perfect for
feeling vibrations or body heat through
its surface.

What inspired the design specifics of the
Flex? What unique product characteristics
did you want to add to the Pelle line of
toys that Flex fulfilled?
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Caitlin: While designing the Flex’s curves and
shape, I knew that I wanted to space some
ridges closer together and some fanned out at
the end farther apart - this is so the user can
simulate either more frequent ‘strokes’ from
the ridges, or slower ‘peaks’ of stimulation. It’s
hard to describe, but while using a stroking or
grinding toy, the spacing of the design elements are what determines how fast or slow
the stimulation feels to the user. What’s different
about the Flex from Pelle’s other toys are the
more pronounced peaks.

Grinding toys are becoming really popular
overall. The category has started to explode
from small and large manufacturers alike. Why
do you believe that, up until now, the sex toy
industry has otherwise focused so heavily on
penetrative toys?
Caitlin: Yeah, I’m really glad to see this category
taking off! I think this is a direct result of having
more diverse designers and owners of sex toy
companies. In the beginning, while I was exploring the possibility of outside manufacturing, I had
many conversations with owners of existing (very
successful) companies, and needed to explain
the concept of grinding toys and convince them
of its appeal. Penetrative toys have been around
for millenia and will always be ubiquitous in the
industry. I think it took more people entering the
craft with their own perspectives and preferences to expand what’s available. Social media
also played a big role! It helped normalize what
people were already into by seeing others talk
about it too, and showed people new ideas and
things to try.

Is there a consumer sector that maybe many
sex toy makers aren’t understanding? Could
you explain, possibly on behalf of other
consumers like yourself, why many sex toy
enthusiasts could actually dislike or at least
feel rather ‘meh’ about penetrative toys?
Caitlin: I’m really pleased to say that I have
seen more unique toy offerings in the past year
than I have in a long time. Something I see
consumers asking about a lot, and I would love
to see a big shift in the category, are toys for
‘couples.’ First of all, any toy can be a ‘couples
toy,’ but what I see designated as ‘for-couples’
on websites and in stores are mostly accesso-
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ries that aid with penetrative sex. Lots of these
toys are designed for hands-free use along
with penetration, which has its place, but not
all couples do that! I’d love to see more
non-penetration representation in that sector.

How can the pleasure industry do for non-penetrative partner and solo sex what we’ve done
for LGBTQIA+ sex? How can we change the
narrative and make grinding and other forms
of non-penetrative pleasure more normalized,
especially in the case of partnerships that have
traditionally focused on penetration, like straight
couples?
Caitlin: Tieing into the previous question,
this is where I’d love to see the industry talk
about hand-held toys and toys that incorporate
different parts of the body as for ‘partnered-play’
as well. As an industry, we’re up against the
cultural expectation that ‘couples toys’ are for
people with penises and vaginas, and the star of
176
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the show should still be the penis. I think as an
industry, we need to help customers understand
that the sexiest and most fun partnered sex is
when both people are experiencing pleasure
together - no matter if it’s aided by toys or using
their own body. For hetero couples, it’s still an
uphill battle to destigmatize the use of lube! The
difference for the LGBTQIA+ community is there
has to be upfront and explicit conversations
about what their sex will look like; there’s not a
script for who does what and where. By necessity, people have to talk about their likes and
preferences and often use aids like lube and
toys. Marketing to straight couples should be
education focused about what the possibilities
are when you de-prioritize penetration and
instead prioritize pleasure.

Where is Pelle currently sold in the retail world?
Are there any retailers that you find are really
‘getting it right’ in understanding the modern,
sex-positive and nuanced consumer?
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Caitlin: Pelle is sold in stores throughout seven
countries now, mostly in small to medium sized
boutiques. I see the most success in the stores
that sell Pelle online, because they usually
have a large educational aspect of their social
media and can explain the many uses of Pelle
toys. Customers can see the pieces physically
alongside other toys and have their questions
answered right away. I see that Pelle does well
in boutiques that talk openly about grinding and
have educational content about different ways
to masturbate. The less coy they are in describing the purpose of Pelle toys, the more people
who are looking for that category can find it!

What’s next for the Pelle brand? Do you have
any plans to further interact and do business
with the B2B side of the industry?
Caitlin: Yes! Currently I’m working on some exclusive designs for a boutique based in the US.
I’d like to continue to work closely with stores
to expand our color skus and potentially make
more exclusive offerings. I’m also interested in
partnering with manufacturers of other pleasure
products that compliment the Pelle ethos of
soft touch and delicate pleasure.

This interview is
contributed by Colleen
Godin, EAN U.S.
Correspondent
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Many predicted that board games
would die off, but they are still very
much alive. What makes them so
fascinating?
Brian Pellham: Electronic games will
never replace sex and adult party
games. Being on your phone is antisocial and definitely not sexy. Having
a product you can touch and feel helps
you touch and feel the person or
people you are playing with.

What was the biggest step in your career?
Brian Pellham: In 2000, I quit my day job at
Boeing, took on investors, and turned Kheper
Publishing into Kheper Games.

Where do you see yourself in
10 years’ time?
Brian Pellham: More focused on the creative
end of our business and otherwise fostering
the development of our management team to
run more of the day-to-day operations.

What was your childhood ambition?

Quitting your job, getting an
investor on board, and starting your own company. To
describe what Brian Pellham
did in 2000 in poker terms:
He went all in, leaving Boeing
to get his passion project
off the ground - Kheper
Games. That is definitely
an origin story worthy of a
Monthly Mayhem, and as if
that wasn’t enough, actor
Neil Patrick Harris and TV
producer Chuck Lorre also
make an appearance. Plus,
we find out why Brian likes to
sing 'Who Let the Dogs Out'
in the shower.
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Brian Pellham: I had wanted to go
into advertising and write and produce
commercials. Until I had an internship
with Grey Advertising in college and
experienced how stressful of a career
that would be. Our industry is much
more fun.

How do you envision the future of our industry?

How did you get into the adult
party games industry?

What is your idea of a perfect working day?

Brian Pellham: My writing led me
here. I had friends in the publishing
industry after college, wrote a games
book, but then had to self-publish it
because they were adult games.
I’m glad that happened!

Brian Pellham: There will always be a need
for what we do, but I just expect it to be more
and more acceptable as time moves on and
the general public is more comfortable with
adult products.

Brian Pellham: Finishing up a new product
and sending it to press. Celebrating afterwards
and preselling it to a large customer.

How do you relax after work?
Brian Pellham: I go to the gym every day we
don’t have conflicting social plans.

If you weren’t in this industry, what
would you be doing now?
Brian Pellham: Probably still technical writing for software companies.
And strategizing how not to be
doing that still.

Who would you consider your role
model and why?
Brian Pellham: There isn’t really one person,
but I do admire strongly the other small
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Brian Pellham
Questions & Answers
business owners in our industry who also serve as
salesperson, designer and CEO to their businesses.

Imagine you have been asked to award a
medal to someone. Who’s the lucky winner?

Brian Pellham: Neil Patrick Harris, and 'The Craft'.
I appreciate that he came out before most actors had
the guts to do so and 'The Craft' is just campy fun.

You have a month’s holiday. Where do you go?

Brian Pellham: My son Michael who joined our
family at age 8. That kid has been through a lot.

Brian Pellham: All around Southern Africa. Just hitting South Africa for 2 weeks was not enough time to
really see everything or even cross into other countries.

Which personal success are you proud of?
Brian Pellham: Getting through 2008 without losing
my relationships or my business. That recession was
tough for us at such a young age of a company.

What do you particularly like about yourself?

Which three things would you take with you to a
deserted island?
Brian Pellham: A boat that I’m not too unskilled
to drive (for obvious reasons), a seawater
desalinization machine and a pizza restaurant
that also serves beer and wine. I’m too lazy to
look for food or water.

Brian Pellham: My ability to write humour and specialize in a truly unique direction with my type of writing.
If you could swap lives with somebody for a day,
who would it be?
Which vice could you never forgive?
Brian Pellham: I could never give up my occasional
citrus vodka martini.

Brian Pellham: Chuck Lorre, for the lifestyle but
also it would be fun as hell to come up with new
sitcoms.

What song do you sing in the shower?

Is there anything you would never do again?

Brian Pellham: 'Who Let the Dogs Out', but that’s
because it drives my spouse crazy.

Brian Pellham: Bungee jumping. The free fall was
fun but bouncing afterwards was awful.

Who would you never ever like to see naked?

Do you have some good advice you want to
share with our readers?

Brian Pellham: Donald Trump. Ick.
Brian Pellham: When you view your life
as a game and your decisions still take you
around Candyland, then you’ve got the correct
perspective.

With whom would you like to go to the cinema
and what film would you watch?
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